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l2lune 1994

Dr. Gordon Hughes,

Arbitrator,

Fast Track Procedure.

Dear Sir,

Please accept this correspondence further to my statement of claim in regard to the Fast Track

Arbitration Procedure.

DGLANATION OF LETTER OF CLAIM

Dr. Hughes, I would like to inform you of certain problems that I have orperienced in preparing

this claim for zubmission to yourself. Unfortunately, I have not had the time that I felt necessary

to make the preparations that I would have liked, I thank you for your allowing myself an

extension until the date of submission - l5th June. 1994.
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t2 June 1994

Dr, Gordon Hughes,

Arbitrator,

Fast Track Procedure.

Dear Sir,

Please accept this conespondence further to my statement of claim in regard to the Fast Track

Arbitration Procedure.

E)OLANATTON OF LETTER OF QI-ArM

Dr. Hughes, I woutd like to inform you of certain problems that I have experienced in preparing

this claim for submission to yours€lf Unfortunately, I have not had the time that I felt necessary

to make the preparations that I would have liked. t thank you for your allowing myself an

extension until the date of submission - l5th June. 1994.
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Dr. Hughes, my job has been made so more difEcult in that I am a Chef by occupation and have

forthe last four years been virtually running a holiday camp by myself (when I have clientele). I

do not have at my disposal the secretarial staff, the office equipment or the assistance to be able

to prepare a claim as I would have liked. I have been able to employ a Research Assistant,

however my finances are such that I have had to go without in order to just pay that Company

$1,000.00. In this respect, I have not had at my ready disposal the secretarial staffand office

equipment that I considered necessary to submit the claim.

I havg as you will note from this clainl been able to engage an Accountant, who has kindly agreed

to my not financially reimbursing him until such time as this procedure reaches finality. I am also

fornrnateto havea Technical Person, Mr. George Close, who has grven me preliminary advice in

respect to his assessment of my telephone faults as required by this claim.

You will be well aware that I had to apply for an ortension in the preparation of this report simply

due to the fact that Telecom has not supplied myself with all of the documentation contained in

my Freedom of Information application dated 23rd November, 1993. I would request that you

exercise your powers under the procedure to have Telecom supply me with all of the documents

from my original Freedom of Information, which numbered in excess of 9,000. You will most

likely be aware of the background of the Freedom of Information applications and the partial

compliance thereof by Telecom. Thereforg you will also know that Telecom has as recently as

the 8th June, 1994, conesponded with myself and indicated that they recognize that the payment

ofthe outstanding Freedom of Information charges for the remaining 6,600 pages would cause

me financial hardship. Telecom (Ref p 2lo7).
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I have received a letter from George Close and Associates, the company preparing a Technical

Report on my behalf in respect to quantifying the amount of loss of telephone service I have

experienced. Mr. Close has indicated that he would be in a better position to quanti$ the same

if he had access to all ofthe documents in the Freedom of Information. Mr. Close has asked that

we obtain a complete list of Telecom Service Codes and meanings including the following from

Fault History Headings;

TRS/SID ROT

BYO NTU

AND

FNB

TBO

NTW

IMW

TMW

RWT

EZW

VW

EIW

CLEARS

JOOM

TOOE

)GILD

XOOY

JOOYK

TOOX

JOOY

TSTR

RB

RSA

BB

DG

RMN

CBWR

PORD

RCI
I
I
I
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Mr. Close also requests that Telecom supply an analysis of support for TIMS, TBAX ELMI for

all periods of this claim, the number of trunk lines between Portland and the Cape Bridgewater

RCM, and the number of subscriber services feeding offthe Cape Bridgewater RCM.

You will appreciate from your decision to previously allow myself an extension that I have had

an extremely short period of time in which to furnish this claim. I received part of Freedom of

Information only 6 weeks ago. This difficulty has been exacerbated by the continuing problems

that I am experiencing with the Management of Telecom, the fact that my phone service is still

operating at a totally deficient level and also the fact that I am now financially embarrassed. You
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will note correspondence from Mr. Black, Group General Manager Telecom, dated 9th June,

1994, which confirms my financial position.

I certainly do not and oannot propose to outline in this report every singte problem or fault that

I have experienced. The simple fact is that Telecom have stated that they have no records for a

significant part of this claim (Ref p 1289). I have some records and of course I rely upon those

to furnish this claim. It would virtually, in my submission, be an impossible task to isolate every

point in this clairq investigate it and then determine what effect that has had on my business.

I believe that the material that I present to you should be taken and read as part of a total claim

with each document playrng a role in completing the jigsaw.

This letter is intended to supply yourself with my background, the background to Cape

Bridgewater Holiday Camp, the background and extent of my experiences with my phone service

and with Telecorq the problems that I have expuienced because of my telephone service and with

an understanding of the complete problem. This letter is then supported by the attached

documents @efPp 0001 - 1289) which are fault supporting documents. Further documents (Ref

Pp 2001 - 2158) are letters from persons who have experienced my particular problerns and are

either business clientele, friends and associates. Also included in this particular series of

documents are contemporaneous notes I have made and also surveys or correspondence I have

received from persons who have experienced their own telephone service problems in the

Portland/ Cape Bridgewater area.
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dooument as I present it to you. I would ask that you read every document and place it into the

context of the overall picture in respect to this claim. Also to be attached to this claim will be the

Teohnical Report of Mr. Close and a financial analysis from my Accountant, Mr. Derek Ryan of

Melbourne.

I rely upon your understanding of the Austel report into the COT caseg the Senate Committee

References in relation to this matter, the Coopers and Lybrand report and the Bell Canada

International report in respect to the monitoring/testing of fault/problem in the network. I refer

you in particular to Austel document 931507 dated fth December, 1993, where CliffMathieson

of Austel indicated that the BCI audit did not extend to an equally significant part of "the

network", namely the customer access network. That is to say that I rely upon all advices from

the above reports that Telecom's testing may not have been able to identifi the problerns that I was

experiencing.

As you will no doubt begin to understand, once you have navigated all of the documentation that

I have supplied, this is certainly the case. Telecom have still not been able to locate identify and

solve the problems that I am e4periencing with my telephone service. I also rely upon the fact that

Telecom on three separate occasions had guaranteed my service, (see Ref Pp 1286 - 1288) to meet

normal network standards. You will note in correspondence ofthe l8th September,1992,that

Telecom confirm that their Charter is a commitment to providing a quality service for all

customers and this commitment is supported by a Technical Organization capable of responding

quickly and efficiently to a senrice difficulty should there be a need. This would certainly in my

contention be a subjeot that you may wish to address after reading all of the documentation

supplied herewith.
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If you require any further assistance with the understanding of this olainr" please do not hesitate

to contact myself.

HISTORY OF CLAIMANT:

My full name is Alan Smith, I am currently the owner/manager of Cape Bridgewater Holiday

Camp and Convention Centre, RMB 4408, Cape Bridgewater, Portland, Victoria, 3305. I was

born on the 7th May, 1944 at London in England. I came to Australia in fune of 1962 when I

was l8 years of age. At the time of first coming to Australi4 I arrived as an employee on a ship.

My education background was to the fourth fornr, which is equivalent to leaving school in

Australia when 15 years of age. I initially gained employment after completing a 12 week course

of catering, I then went to sea as a catering attendant/catering stewards boy with a catering

certificate called the Board of Trade Catering Certificate. This certificate was obtained by myself

in 1962 at the Sharpness Training School in England. From the period of gaining employment at

15, I then spent 3 years at sea and had reached positions on various ships as senior assistant

stewar4 chiefcoolg seoond cook and baker, butcher. During that time I had gained a certificate

in the catering industry which recognized my abilities and allowed me to gain employment at

virtually any catering institution.

Upon arriving in Australia, I took up a job as an industrial cleaner with C & I Cleaning, of

Melbourne. I kept this position for 12 months. I then went back to the catering industry and I

cooked in various Hotels and at mining sites.
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I then went back to sea and I worked as assistant cook on the Princess of Tasmania for

approximately 2 years and during that 2 years I became the chief cook. During periods of leave

whilst I was employed on the Princess of Tasmania I also would cook at various holiday

destinations such as Mt. Kosciusko and for the larger Hotels and I would attend to private

functions. I did this employment through the VIP StaffAgency in Swanson Street, Melbourne,

and I have been an associate ofthat company for approximately 25 years. I have also worked for

the Japanese Embassy performing various catering work.

I then spent 12 years travelling on ships as either the cook, the head che{ the second coolg senior

second cook or second cooh baker and butcher. The various ships that I worked on were the

Princess of Tasmania, Queen ofTasmani4 Empress ofAustraliq Australian Freighter, Conference

Wak, P & O Arcadia, P & O Orsova, P & O Canben4 Port Linn and Littleton.

I was married in 1969 to Lamita Fay SmittL I had two children from my marriage, my daughter

Sharelle Maree Smith was born in 1970 and my son Brendan Alan Smith was born in 1973.

I left the ships in l97l and worked ashore in various areas of catering employment. I managed

five restaurants at one time for the Red Barn Corporation. I then worked for Robs Restaurants

as a manager and my responsibility was the feeding and entertainment of up to 700 people. I later

took over the Octagon Motel (see Ref p 2ll9) in Punt Road, South Yarra, and brought it out of

receivership. During the time that I was manager the Octagon Motel showed a bar percentage

turn around of 240% and an occupancy turn around of approximately 100%. Approximately 17

months later I returned to sea. I then left the ships again and purchased a truck/courier service

which I ran for 18 months. I was then employed as the cook on a tug out of Melbourne. During
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the time that I had employment on the tug I also spent days offand holidays working as a chef in

various establishments.

During this time I performed voluntary work and after cooking on school camps on a number of

occasions for 2 years I formed the opinion that here I was running Hotels and camps and when I

saw that the Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp became available, I thought that I would be able

to perform this task adequately.

CAPE BRIDGEWATER BACKGROTJND :

In January of 1988 I conducted a survey of my own in respect to the potential of Cape

BridgervaterHoliday camp and Convention Centre. I saw that Cape Bridgewater had attractions

such as the seal colony, the petrified forest the blow holes, the natural springs, Discovery Bay and

I considered that that was a definite plus. I then looked at the bookings that the previous owner

had and considered that within 12 months I could turn over approximately $120,000.00 with

proper advertising and hard work. I considered that the camp would have been able to grow by

lp to 40Yo per year.

Cape Bridgewater is looated in the south-west region of Viotoriq approximately 420 kilometres

fromMelbourne. It forms part ofthe Great Ocean Road and the Shipwreck Coast. I am aware

that the tourism in this area has been escalating for the last 4 years and I made a lot of enquiries

with the Victorian Tourism Commission who stated that there had never been a decrease in

tourism for the previous 6 years. Viotorian Tourism Commission told me that an increase in

tourism had been around 8% and as much as 15% in that time. I believe that I had done my
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homework at the time of purchase.

At the time of anticipating purohase the Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp catered only for school

camps. I had formed the opinion that due to the tourist facilities in the local area, including the

South Australianborder, Mt. Gambier, Coonawarra Wines and the general locatiorl I was going

to sell the camp not only to schools but to social clubs, Probis Clubs, singles clubs and I was also

going to run tours of 3 to 4 days from Cape Bridgewater.

Cape Bridgewater is also located 20 kilometres from Portland which is the first Victorian

settlement of 1870 by the Henty Brothers. Portland is a well serviced town with I1,000 people,

has its own all weather airport and 3 return aircraft a day travelling to Melbourne. This airport

is serviced by Kendall Airlines. The area is also well serviced by coaches from both Melbourne

and Adelaide.

Cape Bridgewater is also part of the Great Southwest Walk which has been renowned over the

last 2 years as the greatest walking track in Australia and one of the best in the world. Therefore

I considered that we had everything on our doorstep. The other main attraction of course is that

we sit right over the sea with magnificent views out over the beach at Cape Bridgewater and

Discovery Bay. This beaoh is 17 kilometres in lengh and has a Lifesaving CIub which operates

from December through to April. We are in fact the only holiday camp in Victoria that has a sea

view and sits overlooking the sea.

Cape Bridgewater Holiday Carnp itself is on 4 acres which are well grassed with natural trees and

shrubs. The structures are a manager's room, kitchen and hall that seats 150 people, all
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constructed from Mt. Gambier stone. This hall can cater for weddings as a fully equipped function

room. The function room has an open fire, a dance floor, a commercial kitchen, a piano and is

fully carpeted. Located also on the property is a large central wooden homestead which sleeps

approximately 50 people, there is an 1870 church fully equipped, which is made from original

timber and sleeps 12 people.

There are 4 cabins which sleep another 12 people eacb a ce,ntral girmes room which contains table

tennis tables, snooker tables and another small kitchen. There is also a house which has 3

bedrooms and an office, urd a reception ofrce is looated beside the amenities hall. We also have

abam cum store room shed which is used for storage. There is a playground for children which

has swings, ropes and other recreational activities. We also have full outdoor barbecue facilities

and we have the requisite toilet blocks and showers. The cabins themselves have their own

shower and toilet withinthem. The structures are located ona2 acre area and this leaves 2 acres

of playing area.

t
T
I
t

I purchased the property in February of 1988, from Mrs. Alma Crouch. She is currently aLay

Preacher in India. At the time of purchase I paid $280,000.00 freehold. The purchase was made

by way of payrng $140,000.00 cash and borrowing $140,000.000 from the bank. The purchase

was done between my wife and myself and there were no other partners in the purchase. The

freehold was mortgaged with Moore's Solicitors, who had loaned the money for the investment.

After purchase I still had $57,000.00 in the banlg which was my superannuation, and we had

shares worth approximately $5,000.00.

IO PURCHASE:
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Upon purchase I automatically gained the projection of bookings who had been at the camp

previously and had made bookings for the following years. I conducted my own checks by ringing

wery fourth one that was in the book srpplied by the lady and I never found any discrepancies and

therefore I had wery reason to believe that the 40 bookings that were sold with the business were

genuine. As a matter of fact I only had2 cancellations out of those 40 bookings.

ADVERTISING:

I

Immediately prior to purchasing the camp I set up an advertising campaign in Melbourne. I had

2,A00 glossy brochures printed for round about $1,500.00, I air mailed all of these brochures and

sent them out to over 600 establishments. All of these brochures had the Cape Bridgewater

Holiday Carnp phones put on them. I was told by persons in the advertising field that you should

get at least 2Yo and normally you would work on 60/o rentrn on such advertising. I therefore

enpected 3%o andultimately I did not get l%. At the time of course I did not realize that this was

a problern due to the telephones.

WHAT WERE TIIE FIRST SIGNS OF MY TELEPHONE SERVICE BEING INADEOUATE?

Approximately 2 months after my wife and myself arrived at Cape Bridgewater we noticed that

we were not getting phone calls. It was around this time that my wife's girlfriend told my wife that

she had been ringingfor a number of times over a couple of days and that we had not answered

the phone. We then had another person, a friend named Bev Hankin ring and make the same sort

of comment that our biggest problem was that we did not answer our phone.

lo
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Some time a couple of months later I also had a gentleman from the Baptist Church in

Warrnambool nng on a Sunday and told me that he had been ringing me for quite some time and

that he was getting a repeated voice announcement that the phone was disconnected. He told me

that he considered the first time he might have dialled inconectly, so he dialled a number of

occasions and found that he was getting the same message. He told me that a couple of days later

he rang again and got the same thing so he then rang Teleoom and made a complaint.

I ner/er bothered to follow this up mainly due to the fact that you do not really expect when you

first take over a business that there is anything wrong with the telephones.

It was then we noticed that we received a similar complaint from a school teacher in Melbourne

that she had spent some time in the middle of the week during the day tryrng to ring us. We

probably had 6 complaints over the first 6 to 8 months. It was then that we became aware that

we had a serious problem with our telephone.

At this I started to believe that my problems with the advertising campaigns that I had undertaken

were not in my delivery and types of advertising but may well be connected to the phone.

I recall that my wife and I became fiustrated because we did not seem to be getting any phone calls

at all. In particular, I remember one Sunday where my wife and I were sitting and commenting

that we hadn't had a phone call for a week. It was coincidental that a short time later that we

received a phone call and it was one of my wife's girlfriends sayrng she had been trying to ring all

morning and all afternoon and asked my wife "where have you been, why don't you answer your

phone". I remember my wife saylng "well, we've been here". We looked at the prospect that we
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had been somewhere else in the camp and had just not heard the phone, however we had an alarm

that was loud and could be heard anywhere in the vicinity of the camp. We had made a practice

ofboth ofus never leaving the camp at the same time and all of a sudden we realized that we had

people complaining from schools and social clubs and friends that they couldn't get through to us.

At the same time, money was not coming in and this, of course, has a particular effect on one's

own pride in that you start to doubt yourself and wonder whether you over-judged your own

ability to be able to run a successful business.

HAS TIIE PROBLEM CONTINUED?

Yes the problem has continued virtually unabated since we first noticed calls with the telephone

service in 1988. Persons employed by myself at the holiday camp, local businesses, prospective

clients, returning clients, friends and associates have all witnessed and experienced the problems

that I have had with my telephone service. These problems, which I will address later in this letter,

continue to occur at the present time.

WHAT ARE TIIE AqIUAL PROBLEMS TIIAT I HAVE E)GERIENCED WITH IUY

TELEPHONE SERVICE?

Due to the larglh of time that my problems have continued, I have experienced many and varied

repetitive problems. In order to simplifi the types of telephone service problerns that I have

experienced I will list the fault and an explanation of the same. I have experienced all of these

faults over the period of my 6 years at Cape Bridgewater
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No ring received - a situation where a caller dials a number, hears the ringng tone but no ring

is received at the premises being called..

Busy when not - a situation where the caller dials the number and hears the engaged signal

but the phone on the premises being called is not in use.

Call dropout - a situation where a call is reoeived in the premises being called but the

connection is broken on answering or during the conversation.

Recorded voice

announcement -

A situation when the caller dials the nurnber and a recorded voice gives a

message such as this number is no longer connected when the number is

current.
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Isolated rings - A situation where one or two rings are heard at the premises being called

and then usually stops prior to the phone being answered.

Call connection - While engaged in a telephone call there is more than the normal

interference on the telephone.

Cross lines - During telephone conversations you overhear other calls or you cannot

make a call due to other conversations on your line.

WHAT TEPE OF TELEPHONE SERVICE HAVE I IIAD IN THE WAY OF LINE A}.ID

EOUTPMENT FROM FEBRUARY, 1988 TO PRESENT?
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In 1988 I had two lines, the first being 055 267267 which was connected to both the office and

residence at Cape Bridgewater and this telephone was the phone number advertised on all of the

correspondence in telephone directories, both white and yellow pages, as the ofEcial business

number for Cape Bridgewater Holiday Carnp. The other line was 055 267260 which was the gold

phone that is kept in the amenities halVdining area of the camp for the use of customerVstudents.

This telephone is essentially for outgoing calls on the gold phone and rarely receives incoming

calls.

In December of 1992I had a 008 816522 number fitted in an attempt to attract business. This

phone number was put onto the 267230 number, offwhich I also ran the facsimile machine. In

March, 1993, Telecom re-routed my 008 number to the 055 267267 line. In 1993, due to

problems and accusations by Telecom that it may be myself holding up the 055 267267 line, I had

055 267267 baned from making outgoing calls and all the outgoing calls since that time are made

from 055 267230. The current situation is that I have 3 lines

1.. 055 267267 which also allows access of 008 516522 totally for incoming calls.

2. 055 267230 which is for incoming and outgoing facsimile and also outgoing calls.

3. 055 267260 - Gold phone for use of clientele - mainly outgoing.

WHAT EVIDENCE DO I I!\VE OF TIIESE PROBLEMS?

I have been successful in having customers, clients, business personnel, friends and associates
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provide me with documentation in respect to their experiences with my faults. I will list these in

chronological order.

In September of 1989 I realized that I ought to commence to keep a comLrehensive record of the

.faults and fault evidence. As a result of that I commenced to make contemporaneous entries in

my diuies and those diades are current$ in the possession of Loss Adjusters, Freemans Plummer

and Pullinger in Queensland.

Onthe 27thlantnry,lgg4,Icorresponded to Mr. Wanvick Smith, Telecomrnunications Industry

Ombudsman, and I attached to that correspondence 37 separate pages of faults. I would direct

your attention to those 37 pages offaults as I have attached them to this correspondence also. I

would point out that they are contemporaneous notes that have assisted me in formulating my

claim onthis occasion. You are aware by now that Telecom have failed to keep any such record

of the history of faults with my telephone service (Ref p 1289) or for that matter any other

telephone service with any other difrcult netrrork fault customer in Australia. Extensive attention

is paid to their failure to keep records in the reports of Coopers and Lybrand and the Australian

Telecommunications Authority. I would submit that my records are far more aocurate than

Teleoom's and accordingly ask you to take them into account when making a determination with

respect to my claim.

These same records were presented to Senators Alston and Boswell in May of 1993, and are

evidence that the records are ofa contemporaneous nature.

f\
I
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Cape Bridgewater area showing that they also suffered severe fault conditions with their service

from Telecom. You would note from the correspondence from clients that they had extreme

difficulty on occasions in contacting my business. I had advised many clients to complain to

Telecom directly with respect to the faults that they detected and I also made complaints to thenr"

however we are now aware that Telecom failed to record multiple complains on the Leopard

system and failed to maintain Leopard records or any other fault records over a long period of

time.

Effectively, a number of my clients could contact Telecom on the one day, however, Telecom

would not record all ofthe complains, as their computer data base would indicate to them that the

complaint was being attended. In the event that the complaints were successfully completed (to

Telecom's standard) then the complaint would be purged. This has resulted in the situation where

I am the only individual who has a full and comprehensive knowledge of the extent of the faults

on my system as the officers within Telecom who are dealing with the matter now have never had

any direa contact with rne over the time of the claim.

I made complaints to Telecom and my phone service has not been adequately dealt with and

therefore I became involved in what can only be described as a continuing conflict with Telecom.

During this time I have been successful in becoming a founding member of COT - the Casualties

of Telecom, which is now an orgamzation that has been documented and researched by Austel,

the governing body of Telecom, commonly known as Telecom's watchdog. In this regard, the

members of COT have been successful in obtaining the procedure of which this claim is to be part.

As a part ofthis procedurg I have had numerous contacts with Telecom Technicians, officials and

employees and I have obtained through this process, certain documents under Freedom of
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Information applications. The following are the types of widence that I have in respect to this

claim.

1988 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

1989 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

1990 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

l99l - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

1992 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

1993 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation

1994 - Evidence from persons outside Telecom

My own personal documentation
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FAULT HISTORY TABLE:

I have prepared a table from reference sources for your perusal. I believe this table, along with

reference to the sources, will give you a proper understanding ofthe extent of my problems.

Io
I
I
T
I
I
T
I

Date Fault Source Ref

0s 03 9l Telecom survey CBW (7) FOI

(r)

I

18 03 91 Telecom document re Technicians unable to fix so far FOI I  193

00 06 9l Telecom document. Several days other customers

experienced faults

FOI r  l6 l

07 06 9l Telecom Fault History (20) faults FOI tl02

28 06 9l Fault history (16) faults Q3/7/92) FOI

Fault

History

2 l

15 08 9l Telecom document. Busy when free. Collingwood (l)

fault (Specific Fault Noted on the Leopard) (RCM will

fix this)

FOI tt74

21 08  9 l Telecom document - busy when free. N.P. plus FOI I 170

09 10 91 Fault history (15) faults. (31.9.92) FOI

Fault

History

20
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04 t2 9l Fault/engaged Collingwood. Also Telecom state age of

RCM is fault 88 - 91

FOI

Mark

Ross

0004

0005

020292 Telecom document about 50% of the calls he atternpted

failed. PABX has been affected by a lightning strike (l)

fault

FOI 7792

t6 03 92 Fault History (3) faults (1913/92) FOI

Fault

History

26

16 03 92 Fault history (17) faults (23/3192) FOI

Fault

History

27
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60392 RVA NRR (1) fault FOI

Fault

Status

9

19 03 92 Telecom fault date (l) fault. Conflicting statements. FOI l126

t6 04 92 RVA to Kevin Turner 267275 (3) faults FOI I  168

2t 05 92 Data ohange MELU (2) faults FOI

Mcintosh

18

26 06 92 Fault history (21) faults (l9lll92 FOI

Fault

History

25

30 06 92 RVA - Greyhound bus station FOI 1 168
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03 07 92 Fault history 27/6191 - lU6l92 (11) FOI

Peter

Taylor

13

and

t4

a3 07 92 Telecom document (1100) Reports following RVA -

1100 exp problem told by English tourist. We have

letter. (l) fault.

FOI ttTl

23 07 92 Telecom document. Admission of faults FOI I  139

24 07 92 Telecom document (l) fault. RVA from Port Melbourne

Station Pier

FOI t162

24 07 92 Telecom analysis (7) faults RVA FOI 120

24 07 92 Drop outs and overcharglng.No pips FOI 120

31 07 92 Telecom document RVA (3) faults + heavy congestion

from HamiltonExchange

FOI tt79

07 08 92 Telecom document 008 (re long pause) from Geelong.

Re fax problems as well (2) faults

FOI tl29

16 08 92 Message contents (1) 50% loss of calls FOI

Margaret

Seymour

t7

2t 08 92 Telecom F/data (l) Re NRR Fault X HLD FOI tl28

28 08 92 Telecom F/data (l) Re N.A call fault X HLD FOI t l27

02 0992 Fault history (2) faults FOI

Fault

History

29

30

0209 92 Fault history (3) faults (718192) FOI

Fault

history

37
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a209 92 Telecom document re - we have had quite a few

complaints from ARK M Customers (including NCYD)

about this recording

FOI I  188

0209 92 Telecom document re conflicting statement from2.9.92 -

7.10.92. 37 days RVA

FOI I 168

03 09 92 Telecom data (9) faults on date FOI 1l9r

t4 09 92 Telecom Minute RVA Faults (2) heavily blanked out

(Please note)

FOI I  178

25 09 92 Telecom document (2) faults 2 calls unanswered Re

21.13 -21.14 Sec.lburst rings

FOI lr57

25 09 92 Telecom document. Confirmed faults

Re next 2 documents 1158 and 1159 higtrlight

confirmed faults

FOI

FOI

I  158

1159

28 09 92 AXE Network restricted to Cape Bridgewater Camp 6.00

- 7.20 p.m.

Telecom document re congestion between Cape

Bridgewater to Portland prevalent only 5 incoming lines

FOI

FOI

1166

t167

28 A9 92 Telecom analysis (2) faults. No voice FOI 124

02 lo 92 Telecom document re cross talk - looking at fault - other

persons experiencing

FOI I  185

02 t0 92 Telecom document re cross talk - looking at fault - other

persons experiencing

FOI I  185

05 t0 92 Telecom document. Austel rang, could not hear

customer - twice on ringing. Third time getting through

was on mobile

FOI tt87
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07 t0 92 Telecom document re no solution to the cross talk

problems and the problem with (BLANK) getting RVA in

the minor is a known problem - affects ARK etc

customers

FOI I  186

a8 to 92 Document XHLD (1) fault FOI 49

07 1092 Telecom dooument. RVA from ARK offof Portland. (3)

faults. Cross talk to another customer

FOI I 166

12 t0 92 Telecom Elmi prints (2) faults FOI 50

15 t0 92 Telecom document. (4) drop outs (no one there) FOI I 160

18 10 92 Telecom Fault History (2) faults FOI 48

19 l0 92 Fault history (2) faults RVA failures FOI

Fault

History

3 l

19 t0 92 Fault history (21) faults FOI 670

19 l0 92 Telecom Elmi prints (l) fault FOI 47

19 t0 92 Telecom document re excessive failures on M.F.C. FOI I  189

28rc92 Fault history (l) reminder call FOI

Fault

History

35

29 t0 92 Telecom document (l) fault. Phone not offhook FOI I 140

02 r l  92 Telecom ELMI tapes (4) faults FOI t l l

20 l l92 Telecom Fault History (39) faults FOI lt7

20 t l  92 Commercial Vic/Tas (4) faults FOI

Fault

History

4 l
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18 0l 93 I Fault history (2) faults (tt6l7l93) FOI 24

24

lr
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23 71 92 Telecom document (2) faults FOI

Fault

History

42

23 t l  92 Telecom document (2) faults FOI

Fault

History

43

29 t t  92 Telecom diary notes. Range offaults FOI I  183

281292 Telecom Document fault chart (12) faults from l4l8/92

to 3/11/91

FOI I 182

06 01 93 Fault history (3) faults (t8/2/93) FOI

Fault

History

23
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I
t
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Fault

History

02 02 93 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 307

02 0293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 310

02 0293 Telecom document re this problem occurs intermittently

throughout the Network - it is a known problem. There

appears to be no one person or group involved in

restoring it.

FOI tr92

02 0293 PABX + no progress+ 507o calls failed FOI 282

03 0293 Telecom In Confidence (10) faults FOI 285

04 0293 Telecom complaint (4) faults FOI 282

04 02 93 Telecom document. (-) Combined faults FOI I  196

04 0293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 308
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25 A2 % , Telecom document (l) fault Lightning strike repairs FOI tr36

05 02 93 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 310

08 a2 93 Telecom (5) faults FOI 309

08 02 93 Fault history (l) fault. Elect noise FOI

Fault

History

34

09 0293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 31r
t0 0293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 310

120293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 308

120293 Telecom document (-) FOI rt94

12 0293 Telecom document. AXE problem FOI 283

t9 0293 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 311

24 0293 Telecom document. (-) Combined faults FOI 1 195

25 02 93 Telecom document (6) faults FOI 3t2

25 02 93 Telecom Occ causing noisy transmission problems. Cause

found in RCM (1) fault

t t72

05 03 93 Ray Morris Telecom Fault - couldn't ring Own

docu-

ment

316

05 03 93 Telecom document (4) faults Combined faults FOI tt94

05 03 93 Telecom document codes wasn't going anywhere (l) fault FOI 1131

09 03 93 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 308

09 03 93 Transmission break up (2) faults FOI 282

1203 93 Telecom document (6) faults FOI 314

12 03 93 Telecom document (6) faults FOI 3t2

12 03 93 Telecom document (4) faults. Combined faults FOI I 195



26

12 03 93 Telecom document (3) faults. Re the major problem was

caused by a faulty termination of resistors. I100

operators could not get through on the lfth February

1993

FOI tr97

15 03 93 Telecom document (5) faults FOI 315

19 03 93 Telecom document. Code found with no RC (l) fault FOI l l32

2203 93 Telecom diary RVA problems. Note: No fault (Question

only)

FOI 1180

2203 93 Diary notes. RVA fault FOI 293

23 03 93 Diary notes. RVA fault FOI 293

23 03 93 (Diary note) Attempting to solve the high congestion

problems. Could be causing problem

FOI l  180

23 03 93 Tests done FOI r035
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25 03 93 Diary notes. Job half done? FOI 294

29 A3 93 Telecom document (2) faults 1100 also experiencing

problem (dead line)

FOI lt42

29 03 93 Telecom fil(. I fault 1100 experienced fault along with

client from Wallacedale

FOI lt52

29 03 93 Fault status (1) fault FOI 318

29 03 93 Telecom document re Camping Association FOI t20l

29 03 93 Diary notes. Congestion exchange lockup FOI 295

30 03 93 Telecom document re I burst problem, Confirmed by

Leopard. (1) fault.

FOI 1200

31 03 93 Diary notes. Cut offduring conversation FOI 295

02 04 93 Telecom document. No fault report received. 16

documents still to get under FOI re RCM 214193 faults

FOI I145

02 04 93 Telecom document (1) fault re incorrect routing FOI I  133
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07 04 93 Fault document Golden busy fault Own

Docu-

ment

317

t4 04 93 Fault Status. (3) faults FOI 318

18 04 93 Fault status (1) fault FOI 319

t9 04 93 Fault history (s) faults (23llI/93) FOI

Fault

History

22

19 04 93 Leopard status (2) faults FOI 320

20 04 93 Telecom document. 8 not received under FOI FOI 1 148

26 0493 Telecom document (1) fault Gold Phone 6 days off FOI lt43

26 04 93 Leopard status (l) fault FOI 321

28 04 93 Telecom document (l) fault FOI 337

n0593 Diary notes (l) fault RVA exchange FOI 300

12 05 93 Diary notes (l) fault burst FOI 300

13 05 93 Diary notes. Exchange lock up FOI 296

13 05 93 Diary notes. Exchange lock up. Trouble dialling FOI 296

t4 05 93 Diary notes. Exchange ring outs + RVA FOI 296

17 05 93 Telecom re R. Morris (2) faults Oe/n

Docu-

ments

338

21 05 93 Telecom document (4) faults FOI 284

24 05 93 Telecom document. 46,000 errored minutes re COT

repoft page 164 (7.29) plus alarm system out for 18

months

FOI tt76

25 A5 93 Fault history (E) faults FOI 1101

26 05 93 Telecom document 2 not receled under FOI FOI t t47
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26 05 93 Telecom In Confidence (13) faults FOI 343

00 06 93 Telecom document. re lightning strikes (l) fault FOI l t30

01 06 93 Telecom document 16 not received under FOI FOI I146

0246 93 Diary notes (l) fault. Faulty line exchange FOI 299

02 06 93 Telecom letter ASM. Noise on phone Own

Docu-

ment

z9z

02 06 93 Telecom Analysis Data (l) fault FOI 365

03 06 93 Telecom document. This was a fault not my answering

machine. Fault (l)

710

04 06 93 Telecom Working sheet FOI 1155

05 06 93 Telecom document. 2 RVA from oustomer 008 816522

(1) fault

FOI 1 165

05 06 93 Diary notes Telecom (1) fault. Exchange lock up FOI 301

07 06 93 Telecom working sheet re tried to ing267267 FOI l  156

07 06 93 Telecom document. Customer 2 RVA (l) fault FOI 674

07 06 93 Telecom. Customer got busy (l) fault FOI 673

08 06 93 Diary notes Telecom (l) fault. Exchange lock up FOI 302

08 06 93 Telecom Document. Calls were not connected FOI 676

08 06 93 Telecom document, No conversation (2) faults FOI 675

08 06 93 Telecom document. (2) faults - I insufficient time to

raise a conversation period + 2 short rings period all 5

seconds

FOI I 163

a9 06 93 Telecom document RVA 677
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16 06 93

t7 06 93

18 06 93

Telecom working sheet re Gordon Stokes too busy to do

test? + calls from 60 Mnutes can't get through. Re also

no record of 60 Mnutes fax coming ttnough? yet it did.

(2) faults

FOI lt54

22 06 93 Fault history FOI 670

664

22 06 93 Telecom in confidence (10) faults FOI 285

24 06 93 Telecom working sheet RVA + I burst of ring and busy

when free (5) fautts

FOI I  153

25 06 93 Diary notes (l) fault. Fault look up FOI 298

07 07 93 Telecom document. Incorrect data for 00g service to

Cape Bridgewater sinoe the beginning - December,l9g2

till 8 7.e3. (l) fault

FOI 731

1207 93 Telecom In Confidence (13) faults FOI 287

t2 07 93 Telecom document (3) faults

Telecom document re Austel report

Telecom document re Austel report

Telecom document re Austel report

FOI 703

700

703

1207 93 Telecom document faults ? At this stage we had no idea

over what period of time these errors had accumulated

t175

27 07 93 Telecom In Confidence (13) faults FOI 343

11 08 93 Telecom document (l) fault. Busy when free. Telecom

exp problem. Telecom fault sheet. 008 numbers don't

get through (l) fault (Telecom fault sheet)

FOI 721

16 08 93 Telecom Stockdale, David (2) faults 2.5 hour Uup FOI tzs
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r7 0893 Telecom document (2) faults. 2 rings then dropout -

echo plus 5 dead lines before I100 got through

FOI 725

17 08 93 Telecom document. Lady with dead line. Re document

(722 - 725) (re722) 5 incoming calls I was charged for

these calls on my 008 number? Yet they never got

through? Attention DMR

FOI 7t9

17 08 93 Telecom document. Calls not getting through plus 00g

number ongoing problem (2) faults

FOI lt73

24 0893 Telecom dooument "All lines have problems" FOI 727

25 08 93 Telecom diary. Please question only job half done. Is this

a cause of another fault

FOI 1 l8 l

30 08 93 Telecom document (1) fault. Clipping on line

(transmission)

FOI r 135

30 08 93 Diary notes Telecom (l) fault FOI 304

08 09 93 Telecom letter 2.10 minute lock up at Cape Bridgewater

(1) fault

FOI 749

13 09 93 Telecom document re hospital RVA to 267.

RCM + 17/9/93. No access to 267 from all lines 3019193

(2) faults not only on267267lines

FOI l 190

0l  10 93 Telecom document (2) faults and Heatan gas got RVA

267267 * customer got cut off

FOI rt64

l 5  10  93 Telecom document (4) faults (NR) I burst FOI I  137

26 r0 93 Telecom document re line jumping (7) faults

Telecom document fault history (l) fault )GILD re Frank

Blount sec. Beeps over conversation then dropped out

twice. (l) fault

FOI

FOI

lt49

I 151
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27 tO93 Telecom document. Check current fault on fa>< 17.06

Fa>< rod cut off(l) fault

FOI 1150

28 10 93 Fax Telecom document (l) fault FOI 1034

28 l0 93 Fax Telecom document (1) fault FOI 1033

28 t0 93 Fax Telecom document (1) fault FOI to32

28 10 93 Fax Telecom document (l) fault (ongoing fault) FOI t032

28 10 93 Telecom document (l) fault. Re fault in hand FOI tt25

29 t0 93 Fax faults (Telecom document) (l) fault FOI 1038

29 t0 93 Fax Telecom document (3) faults cut offs FOI l03 l

0 l  11  93 Leopard status enquiry (l) fault FOI 1040

04 l l  93 Diary notes. Calls dropping out FOI 291

23 l l  93 Fax activity report (2) faults FOI 1069

23 t t  93 Fault history (8) faults FOI l10 l

29  t t  93 Fa:< investigation (l) fault - faxes missing

20 faxes ?? Fax records show onlv 15 foces

FOI

and

ASM

records

1060

29 tt  93 Re Ann Garms (phone bill) this is futn's bill. Ann was

charged for not getting through to me. Date and time

will show my tine was busywith Telecom technicians at

this time.

FOI and

ASM

docu-

ments

1057

30 l l  93 Telecom diary notes. Lock up cut offon conversation

plus lock up similar to Mr. Smith - cut off

FOI I 184

07 1293 Telecom document. Re-occurring fault. Faults ? FOI 1054
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t3 01 94 Telecom document re paragraph 6. No calls were

answered at Cape Bridgewater (008 816522)

Telecom document (St. Georg€ Bank) (2) faults

FOI

FOI

1036

l03s

t6 04 94 Telecom document (2) faults re RVA and Queensland

getting RVA

FOI I  198

,l Fault history (3) faults 267,275,2i0 FOI 52

? Telecom document (2) faults re3}o/o calls to ARE FOI I  134

? Telecom document (8) faults on RVA FOI t 169

I would like to bring to your attentioq specific areas that I maintain demonstrate the types of

faults and the efient of faults that I have had during this ongoing struggle with Telecom.

(Refp ll24) This refers to an internal Telecom document which has a facsimile date'ofthe2Tth

September, 1993, however we do not have the exact date that it was prepared. We also do not

knowwho the author is, however in a summary in respect to my problerq this document clearly

states that I have experienced an ongoing complaint and service difficulties over a five year period.

Further states that prior to 1991 my clients had experienced recorded voice announcements and

engaged tone when calling Cape Bridgewater Holiday Cunp. You will note here that this

document further enhances my argument that Telecom cannot on reasonable grounds say that

these problems have not aristed, This document in itself states at pnagraph 4

nDetails regarding these early diffrculties, consequential actions and results

have been lost or misplaced over time. The organizationsl changes that havc

occuned in Telecom over the past five years have meent some liles have

l1
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simply disappeared or never existed".

(Ref p 363) This particular referenoe dernonstrafes the o(€nt of the faults that I experienced. This

internal Telecom document states quite clearty that Telecom's own investigations revealed that the

system was showing a large number of degrade minutes (DM) and erred seconds (ES) in the

Portland to Cape Bridgewater direction that could have caused the VF cut-offproblem. Mr.

Arbitratoq this piece of internal document clearly demonstrates that the problem I have been

stating in regard to incoming calls has been acknowledged by Telecom. These faults identified and

confirmed by Austel's investigation into the COT cases (Austel report - page 164 7.29) shows

that the remote customer multi-plexor (RCM) at Cape Bridgewater had problems at installation

in August of 1991. These installation problems led Austel to state that the alarm system which

was meant to be activated when the level of faults exceed the specified threshold, was not

connected effectively. Austel found that the result of the alarm system not being operative for

some 18 months indicated that during that 18 months one-third ofthe RCM capacity, including

that part to my selice, was subject to 46,000 minutes of degraded service. Sir, on my simple

calculatioq having noted that Telecom always refer to telephone conversations in seconds is quite

simply 2,760,000 seconds of telephone concerns that I had in an 18 month period that can be

proven from Telecom's own investigations and Austel's.

Furthermore, it is important in my opinion to note an internal me(no dated the 24th May, 1993,

(Ref p 0363) Telecom managemenrt state that from the 24th February, 1993, after these problems

had been fixed, that I had experienoed no further problems. I refer you to Telecom document,

(Ref p 1172) on the 6th point, in the history of customer complaint, that on the 25th February,

1993, a fault was found causing noisy transmission problems. The cause of this was found to be

Ig
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in the RCM system.

This is confirmed by further Telecom internal documents (Ref p 282, p 312, p 1194, p l l95 and

p 1197) where a Telecom Official states that he rang myself on the morning of the 25th February

1993, and I told him that I was still having breaking up of transmission problems, that the OIC

rang and was asked to ring (FOIDEL) to request assistance in monitoring the RCM bearers. It

would appear obvious that the author from the National Switching Sectioq Melbourne, dated 24th

lvlay, 1993, and the follow up colrespondence from the National Network Investigations Official

demonstrates the total lack of commitment of Telecom's senior management in recognizing and

correctly reporting the situation.

I am certainly not skilled with a legal background, however, the only view that I believe a

reasonable person can take of these letters is that they are a deliberate attempt to mislead further

management within Telecom. They also show, in my humble opinion, that the managemurt of

Telecom had no desire to admit to their inability to locate and proper$ fix the problems that I was

experiencing.

Mr. fusessor, let me list for you some relevant references to further prove my point. Please refer

to (Refp 283, p 284, p 285, p 286, p 287, p 291, p 293, p 295, p 296, p298, p 299, p300, p

302 ,p304 ,p307 ,p311 ,p372 ,p314 ,p315 ,p316 ,p317 ,p318 ,p319 ,p320 ,p321 ,p337 ,

p 338, p 661, p 670, p 673, p 675, p 677,p 1101, p l13l ,  p 1132, p 1133, p l l42,p 1143, p

1145 ,p1146 ,p1151 ,p7152 ,p1154 ,p1156 ,p1158 ,p1159 ,p1163 ,p1165 ,p1173 ,p1194 ,

p 1195, p 1197, p 1198, p 1200. These 54 documents, which are nearly all Telecom internal

documents, between them make mention of 104 problems involving my telephone service. These
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documents are dated between the24thFebruary, 1993, and the lathJuly, 1993. (Refp OTOZ)

is the document referrred to in the Austel report atpage 164 point 7.3I is clearly a document which

has been prepared without any regard for the truth. Austel is quite right when at point 730 they

state "it is dfficult to reconcile Telecom's rccent explanation of the effect of thc RCMrs fault

on Mr. Smith's service with Telecom's own contempornneous notes of its elfect."

You see, Mr. fusessoq this is the type of fnrstration, and in my reasonable view, the lies

perpetrated by Telecom throughout the history of my dilemma. Could I also refer you to one of

these documents (Ref p 1145) which is a particulady interesting document compiled on the 4th

June, 1993, over a month previous to the compilation of the report from National Switching

Support in Melbourne. It is also important to note that this particular report was sent to the

Manager ofNetwork Investigations, Mr. D. Stockdale and the Manager of Commercial Network

Support, IvIr. R. Morris. Two men who are partioulady familiar and who are mentioned

throughout the documents that I have referred to.

In regard to (Ref p 1145) you will note that it is a facsimile header of which I have not received

any other pages. You will note that it says the total pages are 16 and it is addressed as this

"attlched is a copy of all faul8 reported by customers offthe Cape Bridgewater RCM since

the 2nd April' 1993't. One would think that it is incredible to be able to even consider witing a

management document on the l2th July, 1993, that states that no further problems have been

experienced and goes on to state that a continued monitoring of the RCM has revealed that all of

the errors on the bearers at the RCM have been minimal.
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Cape Bridgewater area from the 2nd April 1993 to lzthJuly 1993, one can only wonder what

these faults are and how many faults are there to a page.

Sir, these are the types of matters which I addressed to you in my explanation of this report. I

humbly ask that you exercise your powers and order that full investigations are canied out in

respect to obtaining these particular documents because I fully betieve that with aocess to these

particular doouments, you will be left in no doubt as to the extent of the problems in the Cape

Bridgewater area. Not only is it impossible to believe that the management of Telecom could

write reports in July of 1993 which do not refer to all of the other problems experienced, but

Telwom in July of 1993 had received a document from Austel dated the 8th June, 1993 ,(Ref p

0666) which clear$ outlined my case.

How could iny one in the management of Telecom, especially the people who have been aware

ofthis and who are fully aware ofthe COT cases and their complaints, have disregarded this type

of information when preparing documents. Rather than take the attitude of fully rwealing the

facts, (Ref p 0666) can be seen to demonstrate the attitude of Telecom. A note on the side of a

paragraph ofthis document simpb states "veryuntrue". These two words surely demonstrate that

Telecom through its management not only decided to bury its head in the sand over these

complaints, but tried to wedge in its corporate body so as to cover up the whole sordid ordeal.

To further emphasise my point Mr. Arbitrator, I refer you to a document obtained under Freedom

of Information by Mrs. Ann Garms, a COT member (Ref p 1247). I am sure that a comparison

of handwriting ofthe manageme,!il team who have been handling the COT cases would reveal who

the author is. This note simply states (handwritten)
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"Jim (referring to Jim Holmes), at your invitation, I read it and then re-read

it' this is a classic illustration of how alternative dispute resolution is doomed

to fail, you will nevcr satis$ people like this, Coles Myer simpty ignores them

and gets on with business".

Sir, I would zubmit that this is a classic illu$ration of how the expectations of the conrmon people

to have Telecom management deal with their faults is doomed to fail. It would appear that the

managernent of Telecom simply wish to ignore the problun and g* on with business. The tragedy

of this type of attitude by Telecom Management of course is that if, as a customer, you are

ignored by Coles Myer then you take your business to Woolies or Franklins! Unfortunately, I had

nowhere else to take my business, Telecom had no competition for the majority of the period of

this dispute.

To further support this again, I refer you to (Ref Pp I104 - 1105), two pages of a letter from

Freehill Hotlindale and Page, addressed to myself, dated 28th January, 1994. In paragraph 2,

wherethese Lawyers presumably properly instructed by their clients, Telecorq have stated that

I made a total of 9 reports to Telecom's fault report services during the period lst January, 1993,

until fth August, 1993. I arn sure that having read the references that refer to faults over this

pEriod you are now in a position to draw your own conclusions as to tle truthfulness of advices

given by Telecom management to their own Lawyers.

I am sure that from the evidence that I have related above, you will be as equally disturbed as I

in respect to the ability ofthe managernent of Telecom to properly address my particular problem

and you will also now realize why I believe that I am in conflict with Telecom.

lo
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I would submit Sir, that you have to take into account the variety of problems that have occurred

with my telephone service and the variety of problems that appear to occur within the Portland to

Cape Bridgewater area. You will note that reference is made to the fault of congestion. It would

be my contention that this is a serious service inadequacy on Telecom's behalf The five lines that

service Cape Bridgewater area must service 67 consumers, of which I am the only commercial

business. These five lines service both inooming and outgoing calls. You can well imagine the

congestion which must occur. You will note from the Telecom fault details that over the period

whether those five lines were connected to the ARK or to the AXE, Telecom has had problems

within this exchangg which has resulted in a reduced grade of service.

It is not a difficult equation in my submission that determines the difficulties in service to persons

in the Cape Bridgewater area.

You will also note from the correspondence that congestion is exacerbated by the other problems

and identified faults in the area. It would appear that these faults are not isolated to Cape

Bridgewater and therefore one would have to consider that the network for the Portland/Cape

Bridgewater area suffers from incorrect installation, inadequate maintenance or total lack of

management by Telecom.

All ofthe evidence in relation to the faults in Cape Bridgewater and Portland would have to lead

you to beliwe that both Telecom technical staffand management staffhave dedicated themselves

to oovering what is an inadequate service rather than fixing their inadequacies.

lo
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overseen by an impartiql body to determine the extent of telephone difficulty and faults that erdst

in the area. I would request that you instruct Telecom to rectify the problem even if this equates

to a large financial dedication by Telecom into the replacing and updating oftheir equipment.

HOW GREATLY HAVE TI{E.SE PROBLEMS AFFECTED MY TELEPHONE SERVICE?

I am in no doubt whatsoever that these problems identified by independent persons, Freedom of

Information Telecom documents, and myself have had an enormous impact upon the quality of

telephone service I have received. I have employed a person named Mr. George Close to

investigate and analyse the extent to which my phone sewice has been affected by the problems

that have continued over the 5 years. Due to the issues that I have addressed in my explanation

of this letter of claim, the report I have ernployed Mr. Close to produce on my behalf is to be

submitted at a later date. Once again, Mr. Arbitrator, I seek your understanding in exercising the

powers that are at your disposal to force Telecom to provide the rest of the Freedom of

Information application free of charge so that my representatives and I can do natural justice to

the presentation of this claim.

Ifyou do not consider that it is necessary for me to have at my disposal all of the information from

the Freedom of Information application in respect to technical datq then in order to quanti$ the

percentage of service diffficulties that I had ie. did I lose 3 calls out of every 4 and therefore did

mybusiness sufferby LsOyo,I would submit that it is reasonable for me to request that you have

your technical facilities assess the data and quantify the amount of loss of telephone service.
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conclusion that my service has been affected by at least 50olo of incoming phone calls.

HOW r{AS THIS LACK OF SERVTCE AFFECTED By BUSTNESS?

The ortent to which loss of telephone service can affect one's business is, I argue, dependant upon

the type of business that is being exercised. The Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp and

Conference Centre is a facility which is open to all types of businesses, schools, groups - both

Church and social, and other entities who wish to take advantage of the facilities provided by the

Cape Bridgelvater Holiday Camp and Conference Centre.

Due to the location, most customers are not from what can be termed "the local area". Most

bookings at aHoliday Carnp and Conference Centre are made by prospective clients as the result

of either having attended at the facility prwiously, or by having read advertisements or by word

of mouth. The normal manner in which people contaot such a facility is by telephone. It would

be highly irregular for any person or persons, gloup, School or entity that wished to book

accommodation at Cape Bridgewater to not use the telephone.

Thereforg ury telephone service that is inadequate, as I believe mine to be, directly impacts upon

thebusiness. Out ofwery ten calls that I received, one or two would be in relation to a booking

enquiry.

It should be noted here that due to the inadequacies ofthe telephone service that I had, I ffgu€,

the diminishing number of calls received re business enquiries would be due to this, therefore the

figure relies upon the experiences that I had and a calculation if the telephone service had operated
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at the expected standard of 98.3oh. Now of every ten calls that enquired in relation to booking,

normally two would have confirmed and in fact become business customers of the Cape

Bridgewater Holiday Canrp. Thereforg the Camp is virtually totally dependant upon its telephone

service.

During the time that I have experienced the problems with my telephone service at Cape

Bridgewater, 85% of nry bookings have been return custom. This therefore equates to the eflect

that only l5o/o of my custom has been from persons who have been successful in getting tluough

to the camp on the telephone service. You will note from the correspondence attached that a

number ofthese persons are persons who in fact went out of their way ta ensure that they could

make a booking even though they had difficulty in making telephone contact.

One can then only project as to how much the inadequate telephone service has impacted upon

the potential ofattracting new clientele. See attachment (report of Accountant, Derek M. Ryan,

Melbourne).

In respect to financial conciliation with the amount of calls lost, I have lost from information from

Telecom FOI's statements pertaining to the 50%. That 50%, and identify these documents of

course and just research them a little, these documents refer to one fault only and that fault is

recorded voice announcement. This period of time was March 16th till March l9th, 1992.

Telecom then supplied a document that stated that it could have been in the MELU data three

weeks prioq however they indicated that there were no arohival records available to staff to

indicate that the problem had existed at any time prior.
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I would direct your attention to two letters, one from the Haddon Community Centre in October

1991 (Ref p 2008), and the other from Hqrwood Primary School in OctoberNovember, l99l (Ref

p 2016). You will note by studyng those letters that both of those persons have complained to

me about the incidence ofthis particular type of fault. I would submit to you that this is evidence

that a fault existed on a date considerably sooner than that recorded by Telecom.

Furthermore, you will find in my corespondencg letters from myself to Teleoorq where I have

asked them to produce for me documents sent by me to them in both 1990 and 1988 outlining the

incidence ofthis fault. It is my zubmission to you that the fault existed for a considerable number

of years, and therefore the call loss rate of 50% (which is 100% of my actual current business

turnover) can be extrapolated over the period of this claim.

(Ref p 2105) you will note that in August, 1989, I wrote to the Country Engineer at Telecom

Hamilton and notified them of a lady from the Turkish Womens Association in Melbourne that she

had heard a message sayrng that we were not connected. You will note that in that

correspondence I had received word from the lady from the Turkish Womens Association that the

operator on 1100 had also obtained the same message. You will also note in correspondence

dated the 16th May, l99Q @ef p 2102), where I state that "the last complaint, but certainly the

most damaging to a small business like ours. A repeated voice announcement that the number

our clients are ringing is not connected".

I believe that the evidence is therefore overwhelming that this fault and a number of others, which

I will go on to outline, have existed over the entire period that I have had my telephone service

in CapeBridgewater. Telecom may well question the grounds upon which I base my calculation
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that I have lost at least 50% (which is 100% ofmy actual current business turnover in calls). I

am going to explain it in the simplest terms that I know.

If a person sits intheir house night after night and hears a noise on the roof that sounds like rocks

theyinvestigate. They see a lad running away and are told by neighbours that this particular lad

has been rocking the roof for quite some time. It is therefore reasonable for that person to assume

that over the last 12 months every time that roof was rocked, without any other evidence, then it

may well have been the lad in question. It would appear to me in my case where the evidence

exists from independent persorn and from myself without any other evidence from Telecorrg who

havent kept proper records, it is reasonable to assum e that both the other persons and myself are

correct. I believe this is highlighted by page 86 ofthe Austel report:

Point 511 - Inadequacies in Telecom fault reporting/recording and

monitoring/testing systems and procedures (outlined in Chapter 6) mean thg an

individual customer would be unlikely to be able to meet the standard of proof

required by a Court in relation to the causal link between call loss and damage.

I do not believe that in this regard, for the purpo$es of this claim, that I should have to meet a

standard of proof beyond all reasonable doubt. I believe that the standard of proof should be on

probabilities and in that regard I feel that the balance of probability weighs heavily in favour of the

persons who have the records and have not lost or chosen to destroy (Ref p 1289).

It
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l1

April, 1994, p ll).

I would refer you to (Ref p 1026) where I received correspondence under the FOI that I know was

compiled by Mr. Mark Ross. Please marry this to the piece of FOI that says my senrice problems

have been ongoing for 5 years (Ref Pp ll25 - 1126) relate to a fault reported in Telecom FOI

undated internal document states that two faults were reported by mysel{ Telecom state that

when they spoke to me they were infening that I told them that it was answering machine

difficulty and the machine was clicking and not turning on. It is alleged that a technician attended

and found that I had an answering machine difficulty.

I categorically derry that any technician has ever e,(amined an answering machine I have connected

to my service, however a number of technicians have told me that the fault is with my equipment

and partly due to my answering machine. Let me explain this more fully. I initially connected an

answering machine to my service, which was Telecom approved, in 1988 due to the possibility that

at different times my wife and I may well be away from the camp, however I must reiteratettnt

it uns on a very rare occasion that we ever were. That is normal$ one or the other of us would

always remain at the camp.

I recall that in 1990 somebody from Teleconu a technician from Portland, stated that I could have

had a problem with my answering machine, therefore I removed that answering machine and

purchased a new answering machine. This answering machine was a GEC brand and Telecom

approved. I attached this answering machine to my senvice, however once again it was very rarely

ever activpted. When I spoke to Telecom technicians they stated that you should never leave the

answuing machines across the lines so therefore whenever I was not going out I would have the
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answering machine totdly removed from the service, that is not connected to the telephone. It

was therefore then a very rare occasion that it was evetr connected up and I can have staffmembers

veri$ this fact.

I recall that on April the l3th, 1992, a male person from Telecom arrived unannounced and I

remernber that his name was Ross Anderson. Just prior to Mr. Anderson aniving I had intended

to travel into Portland. I had gone about a normal procedure where I ensure that the answering

machine is plugged in both to the power and also to the telephone and then I normally turn the

machine on. However, on this occasion I saw the Telecom vehicle arrive and I met the gentleman

at the door. I spoke to this gentlenran and the conversation was to the effect that he was attending

to carry out some tests on my telephone service. I then decided to stay in order to allow this

gentleman access to my residence.

I then heard the telephone ring and continue to ring for approximately 12 bursts of ring. I went

back into the room where the telephones are located and Mr. Ross furderson said to me "there's

your problern". I asked him what he meant and he indicated that "it is your answering machine,

you have left your answering machine turned offbut connected to the seryice". I then explained

to Mr. Anderson that I had just been on my way out and upon his arrival I had not turned the

answering machine on.

I am well aware, however, that even if this answering machine was left on the senrice and not

turned oq it automatically reacts after 12 bursts of ring in order that if it were myself ringing the

answering machine I would be able to retrieve arry message that had been left on it. Mr. Andorson

appeared not to want to acknowledge this and he once again stated that that was the fault and his
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job was just to identify the same. Mr. Anderson then left the premises without checking the

answering machine. I did not hear from Mr. Anderson again in relation to the answering machine.

It is interesting to note that Mr. Anderson as recently as late May of 1994, changed his opinion

of the cause of the problem to my facsimile machine (Ref p 2087). I complained to Telecom on

the Z2ndMay, 1994. that my facsimile line was not working adequately. I had Mr. fuiderson

attend at my premises at Cape Bridgewater and whilst he was there I had problems with a for

coming ttnough. On the third occasion the fa:r came through and I noted that it was from a Mrs.

Wendy Tiggwho owns the bus depot in Portland, that being Portland Coach Company ofPO

Box 633, Portland Victoria, 3305. I rang Mrs. Trigg and she confirmed that she had attempted

to facsimile her particular message to me on three occasions. t told Mr. fuiderson this and told

him ofMrs. Trigg's address at Karnedy Street in Portland. Mr. Anderson then tested my facsimile

by cailing Melbourne fa:<ing oentre and having them fax a message through to us. This facsimile

message worked and Mr, Anderson left with the parting comment of "I cannot find any fault with

your facsimile machine".

I later that day received advice from Mrs. Tisgthat Mr. Anderson from Telecom had attended

at her residence and then carried out tests upon her facsimile machine. Mrs. Trigg stated that in

all of the conversation she had with Mr. Andersog it appeared Mr. Anderson considered that the

entire problem was at my end with my facsimile machine.

I believe that this partioular incident highlights the demeanour and attitude of Telecom in respect

to investigating my ongoing problems.
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After the comments of Mr. Anderson on the 13th April, Lggz,limmediately removed the

answering machine from my line and I did not replace that answering machine until April of 1993.

Thereforg I say with complete confidence that there was no answering machine on my telephone

line or service for a period of 12 months. It is evident from the material before you Mr. Arbitrator,

that this did not extinguish my telephone problems.

I have had hundreds of contact with Telecom personnel including telephonists, technicians,

Telecom management sta{ TelecomNetwork staffover the 6 years that these matters have been

ongoing. Telecom has spent thousands upon thousands of dollars in equipment and man hours

in attempts to identify and correct the problems that I have had with my phone service. They have

been unable to do so. During this time Telecom have on occasion, at the technician level,

iderrified problems as faults that I have had, however, at the management lwel they have denied,

negated and trivialized the complaints that I have made.

WHAT HAS THE IMPACT BEEN ON MYSELF IN RESPECT TO THE KNOWLEDGE

THAT MY PHONE_HAS BEEN UNLAWFTJLLY TAPpEp AI.ID qONVERSATIONS

RECORDED?

Telecom have admitted to this to the Federal Police and to Austel. I have received verbal

confirmation from Detective Superintendent Perrose of the Australian Federal Police recently that

Telecom did in fact tap my telephone. Unfortunateb, although I nrspected Telecom of being quite

likely to go to this extent, my despair as an honest hardworking citizen cannot be explained in

mere words. I can only wonder at the reasons that Telecom considered this line of monitoring.

Did they really consider that this was the only way to come to terms with my problem and if this
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is the case then why has the problems not been solved? The other reason of course is the most

worrying from the small businessmans point of view. Did COT really present such a threat to

Telecom's management that they felt that they had to voice monitor our conversations?

I can assure you that I don't ever feel I can again pick up the receiver of a telephone without

suspecting that Telecom is invading my privacy. What sort of corporste monster is the

management of Telecomto suspecttlnt an organisation ofdemocratic cit'nens such as COT could

be anything but a small number of persons seeking natural justice in what is touted as the country

with the most freedom and civil rights?

nHE FOI'S A]rlD TELECOMS TINWILLINGNESS TO SUPPLY SAI![E?

The fact that this statement of claim has been jeopardized by Telecom's inability to maintain

records and unwillingness to supply the documents that they do possess. Does this unwillingness

also go someway to explaining the actions of Telecom in voice monitoring some members of

COT?

THE IMPACT THAT TIIIS MATTER HAS HAp UpON_My FINAITgTAL STAltprNG rN

THE COMMUNITY:

You will observe from my Accountant's report my current financial status. For a considerable

time now I have had to beg, borrow and promise in order to keep Cape Bridgewater Holiday

Camp and convention centre afloat. You will note that this indeed a far cry from the simplistic

but very real expectations I had for Cape Bridgewater when I first purchased the business. All
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of the actions that I have had to take have led to the following:

l. The fact that local businesses will not come out to the camp any more due to my

not being able to reimburse or pay my accounts on time.

The fact that I cannot obtain credit. I have an extremely poor credit rating due to

my inability to repay on time and also because people have had to take legal action

to recover debts that I have just not been able to service. Eef p 2066) (I have

others, Telecom accepts this),

The business environment just does not suffer repeated or current telephone

problems. You will note that Telecom's own document of 3 November 1993

concurs,

'...it has become apparent that the present Recorded Voice

Announcemen(RVA) for incorrect numbers requires

revision.......The problem arises when equipment or customer faults

cause customers who are oalling legitimate numbers to be

connected to this message. In a business environment, especially

in thesetimeq this message tends to give the caller the impression

that the business they are calling has ceased trading and that they

should try another trader.' (Ref p 1248)

Well I am certainly aware ofthis, Mr Jim Constandinidis wrote n 1992 that he was not prepared

to invest in my business after experiencing these telephone problems and deciding that this

business was an unacceptable risk due to the telephone service. (Ref.pp 2005,2006)
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if I can't be contacted then I never know of the persons wanting to make bookings. Fortunately

some people have been considerate enough to correspond to notify me of their problems however

it is too late by then. (Ref.Pp 2012-OMear4 2}L3-Broadhurst, 2023-Werribee Outreach,2029'

Walker, 2034-Centre for Adolescent Healtb 2038-Camping Associatioq 2039-Prahan Secondary

School, 2048-Blac( 2055-Espirioza.

WHAT ARE l}p FIITURE PROSPECTS OF TrrE BUSINESS IF IN FACT TELECOM ARE

ruST TOTALLY INCAPAEI,E OF FDilNG TIIE TELEPHONE SERVICE?

I am awarg Mr Arbitratoq that this particulu question perhaps need not be addressed by yourself

in that you af,e only considering a certain period in time. Unfortunately I feel that I need to place

on the record that I am concerned that upon any settlement, that my telephone service may not

once again be conected to meet Network standards and this whole affair may be revisited. I need

not remind you that I have previously been down the settlement road with Telecom and been

guarantd service. In view of all ofthe evidence before you I beliwe that Telecoms ability to be

able to provide the service that I require to ensure the maintenanoe of my business in the future

cannot be guaranteed. My plans will be to hopefully adopt some alternative type of

telecornmunications service ifthat is proven to be an option. I believe that I am correct in asking

that you place some responsibility upon Telecom to pay the establishment costs of such service.
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HAVE LCONCERNS RE TELECOMSIMOMTSBING AND ABILITY TO BE ABLE TO

ACCURATELY RECORp Al.ip IpENTIFY FAULTS OR PR9BIEMS?

Yes.

Over the period that I have experienced this problem Telecom have on a number of occasions

plaoed equipment into the service that they believe will identify the problems. From my orlnr

personal orperiences, I do not believe that the equipment used by Telecom in this regard has the

capabilityto establish and identify the fault that I have with my service. I believe that the Austel

report of April, 1994, the Coopers and Lybrand report and the Bell Canada International report

on Telecom's fault monitoring and the ability to attend and resolve faults quite clearly states that

Telecom are inept in this regard.

I would like to tum your attention, Sir, to (Ref Pp 0700 - 0756 incl). You will note the (Ref p

1049 refers to in the heading re paragraph 8 that I reported problems for a quarter from

Daylesford area. You will note that Telecom then conducted their own enquiries as to what the

CCST data had established that was currently monitoring my phone You will note that the CCAS

data for these calls demonstrate conclusively that I received the calls (Ref p 755) at 16.00, 16.27,

l7.l9,17.20arrd 17.20onthel7thAugust, lgg3,andonecallat 10.49onthe l8thAugust,1993.

You will note that if you turn to (Ref p 7.54), my itemized 008 account, the corresponding calls

are recorded and charged. If you look carefully at the column headed minutes seconds, you will

note that on the first ocrasion the wait time for the call was 12 seconds and conversation time for
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the call was 28 seconds. You will note that I have been charged for 15 seconds.

You will note that in respect to the second call, the CCAS data when compared to the telephone

bill was 483 seconds which equates to I minutes and 3 seconds. On this ocoasion both documents

agree. The next item is for the call 17.19. The CCAS data states this call was for 21 seconds,

however I am only charged for 12. You will note that the CCAS data for the next iten 17.2O.02

states the conversation time was 26 seconds. You will note that I am only charged for 22. You

will note that the next incoming answered at 17.20 and 49 state that the calls was of 3l seconds

duratiorq however I am charged for 28 seconds. You will note that the following day at rc.49

a.m. I received another call and it is documented by the CCAS data as being for 200 seconds or

3 minutes and 20 seconds. You will note that my bill also states 3 minutes and 20 seconds.

You will also please note the intemal file (Ref p 725) which demonstrates that the receptionist on

the 1100, being a Tina from Bendigo, put this caller through. The person who tried to call me

was Jackie Cullen.

I would like to higilight that all of the phone calls on the CCAS data were never received at my

premiseg asyou will note from (Ref p 725) Ms Cullen received a dead line when she attempted

to ring. I heard the phone ring picked up the phone and all I heard was an echo. This shows that

if a call is made and a fault occurs, the CCS data oannot interpret that call was a fault and therefore

all of the Telecom monitoring devices still consider that a call has been effected.

fu a sideling I wonder how many calls I have been charged for when I did not receive these calls.

lt is, I believe, of value to inform you of documents (Ref p 2061 and 2096) of this report. (Ref
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p 2061) is under the hand of the previous caller from Daylesford Neighbourhood House, lvlrs.

Jackie Cullen. This letter clearly demonstrates the ongoing concerns that I have had with my

phone service. Here is a person who not only experienced problems contacting the camp to

arrange business, but then once at the camp, further experienced the problems in that the gold

phone would just cut ofr Eef p 2096 is a corroborative statement from a Steve Bartlett who also

attended the camp with Mss cullen from Daylesford Neighbourhood House.

To further demonstrate the concerns that I havg as do Austef BCI and Coopers Lybrand with the

testing, I would like to highlight (Ref p 1258 - 1285) and the amount of occasions where these

Telecom recording devices have detailed a conversation that took place that was very short. For

examplg (Refp 1260) incoming call answered, conversation tirne 1 second incoming answered

conversation time 2 seconds, incoming answered, I seoond, incoming answered 4 seconds,

incoming answered 2 seconds, incoming answered 4 seconds, incoming answered I second,

incoming answered 0 seconds, incoming answered I second, inooming answered 3 seconds,

incoming answered 3 seconds, incoming answered 4 secondq incoming answered I second,

incoming answered 4 seconds, inooming answered 2 seconds.

You may also wish to take particular notice of this testing where it shows a ringlng, a number of

rings, a date, a seizure, a conversation time and the end of seizure. You will note (Ref p 1267)

demonstrates that the seizure was at I 1.02.03 and the end of seizure was I 1.77 .20, howwer it was

outgoing unanswered. Surely the phone doesn't ring for 15 minutes and 17 seconds.

Mr. Assessor, I am sure if you have your technical people study all of the monitoring that had

occasion to be placed upon my service, they will be left with the same conclusions that the other
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bodies who have studied Telecom's monitoring/testing methods, and that is that very little

cognisance can be placed upon them.

HAS THIS ONGOING DISPUTE AFFECTED_MYEEALTH A}ID WELI,BEhIG?

Yes, I believe that this dispute has had considerable affect on my health and wellbeing. I really do

feel that I am a broken man. I have been told by friends and relatives that I am not the same

person I was at the time of purohasing the business. I feel that a majority of this change is

attributable to the conflict I have had with Telecom. You will observe (refPp 2153-56)that I

have recently attended a psychologist in order that I could offer you some assistance with your

deliberations in this regard. You will note in summary that the psychologist is of the opinion that

I do suffer from major depression as well as an anxiety disorder associated with stresses that I

perceive as traumatic. You will also note that the psychologist states that I have contributed to

my ongoing difficulties by maintaining an intense preoccupation with the same. Mr Arbitrator, I

can onlybut agree. It is virtuaily impossible for me to consider anything else when this ordeal has

consumed my life for six years. I believe that it would be similar to having a dyng child for six

years and you are left in the hands of specialists not knowing whether one day they will find a cure

for your child or not. That is certainly how I feel. This business in my life.

SUMMARY:

Mr. Assessor, I have tried to bring to you sufficient information so as you can make a qualified

decision in regard to this claim. I am sure that you will feel that the evidence before you of a

massive phone problem is quite extensive. I am sure that you recognize that the evidence before

you is certainly not all that is available. It is of course most of the evidence that is available to me.

Sir, I ask for nothing more than a fair go. I do not believe that I have gotten this from Telecom.
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Sir, I would like you to take all of the evidence before you of all of the problems that I have

experienced, all of the reporting documentation whioh is totally independerrt to myself or to

Telecom from persons who have had contactor tried to contact me via my telephone service.

Perhaps one of the best methods of assessing the validity and extent of this claim is to look at what

we have before us. It is my belief that you would have to determine these questions

1. Has there been ongoing problem for the period of the ctaim? My answer to this

is that yes, on all of the documentation before you, you would have to form the

opinion that a problem has certainly existed with the telephone service provided

to myself at Cape Bridgewater.

2. What has caused the problem? It is, in my view, a question of whether you

consider that the equipment that I have placed upon the phone or the manner in

whioh I have dealt with the phone has caused the problerq or alternatively, the

problem has been caused by the equipment and standard ofservice provided by

Telecom. You willno doubt be aware, after having read this letter purporting my

claim, that Telecom have, on occasions, nominated that the problem has been

largely contributed to by the marmer in which I have either used a for machine, a

portable phone, an answering machine or the manner in which I have used my

phone, ie. failing to place the phone back on the hook. I would suggest to you to

take into consideration the following points. Ifthe problem were the answering

machine, then why did the problems continue after the answering machine had

been removed for 12 months. Secondly, if the problem was me leaving the phone

offthe hoolg then why is it that not all persons reported simply an engaged signal.

Ifthe phone problem was caused by my misuse of a cordless phone, then why is

L
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lS lanury 1995

f,}r'GGltlonl.fugb€s'
Arbitrator
CI- Messs lfunt & Huot
I^twyers
GPO Box 1533N
IIEI,BOT'RNE VIC 3OO1

DearDrHughes

ARBITRATION - TEI,ECOM. AI.LAN SMITE.
CAPE BnIDGEWAIER EOLIIIAY CAI}IP

NEPLY TO IEI.E{coJIfs DETEII€T DocUMnNTATIoN

Mf &bitrator I would tike to draw afiemion and addr*s tlre fotlowing issqes in respect to
Telecom s Defence Documelrtation

SDCTION ONE

' :

Initiallylumrld drawS'ouraftcotionto the Telecom d.oolnent headed Sritness Statemeots u,hich
has eigbe€n sections..

Strhncnt One - nolriue Nodbpicrrd

I note Tdqm'sdeftnoeto containthe scemem fromhftPittard indicating at point 3 inrq'rd
to previqrq pE@tr brloss due to tdephone service tbat lvG Pittard hrs not nrpplied n;ppo4iag
docum€otstion to her statemd. I would s$m't thd the Tdecon document ottEind uoder
F'o'L rumb€r c04006 (ailtlch€d) would cJeqty demon{rde the real rersons in reryect to the
mrt€dfortw&rctothedAhone-ervie. YonrwillnoGtharpoin t6isprtiarlartyrderrad
and contradicts Teleom's defencq

MsPieard rsfteCrencralMm4etadniBTdemis dcfeoce is doubffid oncausalityand Iwould
$bmit that this mdter is @y pertinert to your clffitrt ofmy ctain-

li
l;
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I fid it interesting to consider tbat Ms Pittard is General l{anagpr of Tdecom Courmercial
Victoria/Tasnmia md thd shc tlss mtionpd nofting abot my phgre fults, It is also interosting
as to why in the last six molths oJ 1993 she irrstnrcted me to refcr dl complaints to Freehill
Holiqgdale & Pqge Tdecom's Solicitors. I wordd refer pu to Appendix Tclecom Defence
doqrmcms Appendix 3 *z3,Ivis Pittard dce]beraf,dy sncmp,ts to hoodwink Frdill Holfrgdale
& Pagg, to doumplay my comnrnic*ionft@hmc frilt". I woutd consider thd this only shourcd
Freehill Hotlingdale & Page a one'sided overview of the Cape Bridgewater Hoftday Camp. I
wuild s$mit thd forilfs Pitard as Cmal tvfrnagsr of Tdecom C,onmennal Victoria/Iasnrnia
to tske these sodons ad exscrne ftese a.ili6os is one offrg'tgnqpg g4d .1 pryl$, of, Sdqtofy dgty.

The fact that l,ts Pittard hid the tnsh about my known phone frultq the ores that Telecom

Comcid hd adponledge u ficoa! is undoubtgdy dggeption I oonsider thu MC pinard has

misled Ms McBurnie ofFreelrill Holingdsle & PrSe sfto at the time wqs ny TeJecom aonhct.

I woutd also note thit Ms Pittard msntions uot[irrg in her Staurtory Doctaration about lqy
cdtsidcring eedying ftr F.O.t documents tt lWL doom€flts on r€gistcred mufts, I l()o and the
Warrnambool Exchange. I note Tdecom Defoice dooment |pe€ndix 5 atz2is ona page of a
two Page leter fiom a Peter Taylor, Tdecom emplqee ofWarrnambool Fxchmgp. It ap,pears
ttrat Tdom forgot to produce the otlrer page of tbis lettcr in their defencc doolnents. For the
b€o€fit of the Resource Team I shlll sryply the idormaim on thc missing page &rom mqnory,
nsorry Mr Snitb therc are m histqic doormems piu to hrne 27, l99l . " I}ii would appear that

not ostydo what/€Il[sPifild asTdconfrfanpgqec in f 993 doumplayiag uy fiurlt+ u73 abo
lnrrc Tdecom Commercial supplying an inacor*e $stemqt on rcgistbred futts prior to l99l-

IwwldquestimMsPinardsrcmadcinhcrletterto fimHolmeE Tdwom Corporate Secnaary,
(plca$rcftrCape$ftlgrnraer Submis{rn Onc). Thcso parricuh reosts Sow that }Ispitard
considered chgging irc forF.O.t doomts in eartylrday 1993 evcn if thc F.O.t dooroests that
I soqght weie not anailable. "I have enctosed tbis documeot and rtta"h"d it bcneto." Tbe
docnm is not nrnbered so I ha\rc catlcd it C5.S, I wurld also table o letter as a re$h ofuy
F-OI roquost md ddcd 17 fune 1993. (Rcf€r CtsHC Deftoce repty Appcodh anached teretoi
Tbudhor ofthlcfrcr is Rosmapifiad and I quote:-

I
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"I n&r u our dcphoas coarrsrsrtim rqlrdiag &c nrnrid cmtinsd h Mr Mrcbmdr's

bri*ese.

Plcrse fiDd e&cd a leter frrom Austil rqqustilg irfornuioo rtgqdlog tc incidcm
whilst lcur rcspond to &o dctrils rqar{ing 6c inftcmatio plovidod b hi6 at &e time
of sctdem4 I coot conn€ot on 6c rnriuio barroar wtnt Mr Smitr was bld rnd drc

t

ryr$ sffic Netcryrt Inlestifnios flo: I nccd your rsistrnec for 6is.

Can wo discr3s rs soon si possibtc pleaso?'

I
I Ot would notc rhu this lanr is addrcssed o Nxnrork lwatig*lons.

li

I feQl thst it is ur ryproPriarc timc to rodicate to you my intcrpraarim of evpnts of I I Decamber
lgg2, ry dge of sctdcmqrt; r recrll |[at I rrri'r"d it to.ooan:rnd lcft for tunch st tz.lgpn r anivd
back at l.@pm urd finichcd * rppr*i*V ?,15 to 2.30pm I would matrc mcntion that I hrd no
Icgal reprcscntetim rnd'was conrttaeb ol'rEy oun. I recall usiqg sc tepcplonc twicc. The ,frrrr,
6e bizanc 6'pe of negotiation+ startcd at bargain basenreot stylo: $20,0fl).00 r+as offere4 frcn
$40,900'00 8d ihca Ms Pittard lcft trs fi)on" On hcr rcfim, she shonrcd me tno lett?rs of gurranrce
thatmyphoacwasnoxtuptonetqnrksundard. Thecctaterslhsdllrcdysoer,onsrvrsftomBob
Bear4 Gcncrel It'tfaoqger, Telcoou commercial. I was told by Ms pitsrd thrt Teleeom h'd onbcffi:H'#m*'ff*iltrffi'trml
ftis point 360,000 wrs in the ofroring rnd I shourcd Ms Pitbrd runc laun fton past custoncrs who
had qpcrimced diffsultics in corructi4g cape Bridge$,rtcr lr"lidrt crq -O a;;;r.

' . .
As sured Nbovo u t2'l0 r uGot to ilre Vi[rgp crrtclr (a ltotct in springvrle Rord urd ctosc to Telecom
commercial), for lrrndr. whqr I aniwd brck br ny sccsrd bor* of noe$i6i6s 3g I ;e;; -;
hassting orrer what woutd bapp.r, if I cj'ose no go !o court considcring r !d no evidcncc rs such. r
recall &at lds Pitard dcliberately stared thc Tdccom had timc on thcir sidc u,tich in 14, opinim I,f3
Pittard 'ras atmettlng b say that Tolecom would sretch me fiaancirlly in rcspcst 

" 
tr**;;;

Ar $t0,00o.o0 Ms piurrd mce qgain rcfr rhc rom giving mc time to think.
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Mr Arbitrator I would refer you to point 30 in Mr Anderson's statement and I believe that

this again shows that Mr Anderson has an ability to not completely represent the true

picture of events. Mr Anderson states he organised test calls from Ballarat to 267267 and

I would point out that he failed to mention that these calls did not get answered. A note

Ross Anderson states several test calls were made and the 267267 telephone rang. Ross

Anderson was at my business. It would appear strange he didnt take the trouble to answer

those seventeen test calls. Dr Hughes like the time with my answering machine and my

cordless machine, things did not register correctly. I ask the Resouroe Team to cheok my

008 account for those seventeen test calls and note that I was charged for those calls yet

the conversation time ranged from two seoonds to five seconds.

Ross Anderson has clarified one thing in his statement, the telephone rang ok, he never

mentioned he answered the test calls, how could he have a two second oonversation or a

five seoond conversation with a fellow Telecom technioian.

I have continually complained to Telecon\ Austel that I have been incorrectly oharged for

my phone senrice. This is just one of many incidents where there is proof yet still denied

by the powers to be within Telstra.

Statement 3 - David John Stockdale

I would ffguethat IvIr Stockdale's assessment of RVA problems at points 9 through 12 inclusive

is understating the problem. I refer you to pages 14, 15 and 16 of my Second Report of Cape

Bridgewater. I doubt if Telecom really know the pedods of this fault and I suggest investigations

and evidence already presented in my Submission confirm recorded voice announcements

throughout the puiod of my claim. It is interesting that Mr Stookdale mentions only one fault of

substance was found to be a problem on my service. If this is the case then Rosanna Pittard,

Telecom Creneral Manager Commercial Victoria/Tasmania has badgered me into a settlement of

$80,000.00 for one fault of substance. Perhaps by this arrangement Ms Pittard has set a

precedent. I consider that you would find throughout your investigations that I certainly had

considerably more than one fault of substance. 
j
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This document states that on the week ending 1l

has damaged the PTARS.

I

)
;

l

i
!

September 1992 another lightning strikF

I
I

In this regard Mr Arbitrator I would ask that the Resource Team pay particular attentio{r

to the article Can We Fix The Can Appendix Cape Bridgewater 2Page 79 re lightnin$

strikes. I would quote directly from this article:-

"Lightning strikes are being encouraged by our own actions. Our focus is o4

quickly getting to the fault rather than preventing the fault. As a result we arg

ensuring that we get hit by lightening far more often."

Mr Arbitrator apart from drawing the obvious conclusion that Telecom have had a serious

problem with lightning strikes in the Cape Bridgewater area for the entire period of my

claim, it would appear to be somewhat concerning that Mr Anderson pays particular

attention to his statement in all eight pages, however when it comes to lightning he refers

to one minor iszue on the 8 ldaroh 1994, you will note that Mr Anderson is a person who

has been with Telecom in Portland for 22 years. You would have to consider that there

is a glaring breach of the duty of care or that there is negligence and misleading and

decepive conduct on the part of Telecom and its employees at Portland in not recognising

the problems concerned.

Mr Arbitrator I would submit that this particular incident on page 5 of Mr Anderson's

statement would have you wondering and would be one particular issue that your

Resource Team would want to pay particular attention to. Not only can't Telecom

acknowledge their problems but would like to remove the blame into the simplest category

that they can. Mr Arbitrator as a result of what Mr fuiderson is safng in regard to hea!

cooling and moisture you would ask that your Resource Team examine the possibility that

the CapeBridgewaterRCM was affected by moisture over the entire period of my claim.

Due to the fact that it would appear that the RCM could not be proper$ sealed I would

suggest that you would have to draw the appropriate conclusions based on what I consider

would be necessary investigations into this aspect of Telecom's defence.

I
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Therefore records of nine ofthese three month periods are missing. How many faults are

there? You will note that my Submission of Cape Bridgewater Number Two shows thirty

faults from 13 January 1992 to 14 August 1992. There are also sixteen faults shown

between April and May of 1993.

You would note of course from reference 1145 of my Cape Bridgewater Holiday Carnp

Assessment dated the 12Iune 1994 that on the 4 June 1993 Telecom have sixteen p4ges

offaults between the 2 April 1993 udthe 4 June 1993. The eight pages I have previously

referenced above contain one hundred and sixteen faults with obviously nine of the twelve

quarters missing. If we take into account that document I145 shows sixteen pages for a

two month period, then I would believe you would conolude that the equation would be

that for every quarter there are one hundred and sixteen faults shown. The period of my

olaim is over six years therefore 24 x 116 = 2,784 complaints from sixty seven to eighty

consumers.

I believe you would conclude a serious doubt hangs over the statements by Telecom's

senior "knowledgeable" technicians for the Cape Bridgewater area.

Mr Arbitrator I would refer you to Page 5 of Mr Anderson's statement with the title

Incident with Portland to Cape Bridgewater RCM System Number One 8 March 1994.

I would ask that you cross reference this particular incident with the Witness Statement

of Mr Banks. At point 13 Mr Banks states that lightning affected the RCM at Cape

Bridgewater in late November 1992. Mr Banks however fails to conclude that this fault

appeared not to be fixed until late January 1993. I would refer you in this regard to

Telecom Defence Appendix I at 11 documents D4AZ on the 9 February 1993. I would

also point out in Mr Banks' statements he fails to mention that just seven days prior on the

2 March 1993 that he had found several problems with the RCM System Mr Smith was

previously connected to. Mr Banks has not shown the above fault to be of mush

significance and I would ask the Resource Team to combine further evidence that the

lightning strikes mentioned by Mr Banks and in this statement of Mr Anderson are

significant. In this regard I would refer you to Telecom Defence document Appendix 5

at32 at number R01447.
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I have not left my fax on auto simply due to the fact that I use 055 26723A for outgoing

calls. My facsimile machines (two) have been both new and have been installed by

professionals. The frst facsimile machine was installed by Mark Ross of Telecom and the

second machine was installed by Greg from Retravision in Portland. Mr fuiderson states

in relation to my facsimile line 055 267230 that Portland technicians have attended my

premises on at least five oocasions. Mr Anderson has neglected to mention his own

difficulty in sending facsimiles whilst he attended at my business.

Businesses at Cape Bridgewater. I would draw your attention to the matters at point 37

of Mr Anderson's statement which in my view are questionable.

I have made inquiries and established that none of the "alleged" commercial enterprises or

business persons are in the Yellow Pages Directory of Teleconq as a Cape Bridgewater

business.

Further, I would bring to your attention that Mr Anderson's "knowledge" at point 38 is

questionable. Mr Anderson does not supply the service records and fault histories of these

telephone numbers to zupport his stateme,nt. Unforhrnately, I would suggest for Teleconr,

I have located in the defence documents, (please refer to Appendix 5 numbers 19 and 20),

fault records that indicate a number ofthese services have experienced faults. tn particular

Mr Anderson's "personal friend", Mr Wlsottq reported eight faults on both lines between

January and March of 1994.

Mr LePage reported five faults between March and May of 1994. Mr Blacksell reported

five faults between October 1992 andMay 1994. Further, I find that the Seaview Guest

House that opened n 1994 (267217) has reported five faults b*ween March 1994 and July

of 1994.

The records of faults only cover brief periods of time, that is 3 three month quarters of a

period ofthree years from August 1991 until September 1994. Refer Appendix 4 number

30, Appendix 5 number 20, Appendix 3 number 46, Cape Bridgewater Submission

Number Two reference AI Cobpack Adhoc Request.

I
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Please refer to page 2/3 with a heading Answering Machine. I have previously erxplained

the answering machine in my letter of claim document dated 1216194 at pages 45 to 46.

I do not agree wittr the account by'Mr AndersoA d point 13 where he states that I did not

have the lnstruction Booklet because the answering machine had been given to me. I can

say that I purchased the answering machine from Portland Bulk Store new and I now

enclose the Instruction Booklet. IfMr Anderson had asked for the booHet he would have

been p'rovided with the same. I belierre that Mr fuiderson has fabricated this evidence to

suit Telecom's defence.

The statements ofMr Anderson at point 11 also seem strange in that he would have a test

call made, on his 8ccount, by Mr Crease for the length of thirty seconds on the first

occasion prior to hearing any click. This would therefore suggest that he did not have any

evidence before him at the time to even consider the answering machine as the problem.

I would note thd all ofthe test calls made to my premises have ben short duration three,

four, five nng calls and I beliwe Mr Anderson should be made to clarify his statement and

to produce any contemporan@us notes in regard to his allegations.

In regard to the cordless phone allegations at page 14 to 2l inclusive, I would simply deny

the accuracy and zubstance ofthe same. I can state that I only had the cordless phone for

a period of three months and during that time I had two different phones (at separate

time$ on the advice ofMr Ray Monis. I would refer.you to F.O.L document A09452 in

regard to Loveys Restaurant (another C.O.T. case). It would appear Telecom are, as I

have previously stated in my Letter of Claim dated 1216194 page 44, eager to place the

fault on customer equipment.

In my zubmission you would put no weight on point 26 of the statement in relation to the

Gold phone. This is uncorroborated, unqualified and not substantiated in the defence

documentation.
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At point 4 Mr fuiderson indicates that I took over telephone service 055 267267 on the

6 April 1988 at the Cape Bridgewater Holiday Carnp from the previous owner. In fact,

as I have prwiously staternent at page l0 ofmy original letter of claim dated 12 June 1994

I took over Cape Bridgewater Holiday Cunp in February 1988 and thus the telephone

service.

I make mention ofthis due to my corespondence to Telecom in 1989, in part addressing

the problems I had with Telecom in having them recognise my business as a commercial

service. Rder documents 2lO4 to 2106 of the Cape Bridgerilater fusessment Submission

716194.

At point 5, acknowledgment is made of faults on 1100 having been experienced.

Prerriously Telecom have denied that any correspondence exists in regard to this reference

docrrment 1289 Cape Bridgewater Assessment Submission 716194.

I now note at Section 25 of the Telecom defence document fupendix file number 5 they

have manrged to locate details of six frults in 1988 and two frults in 1989 for 055 267267.

Youwill note the same document refers to fault on my Gold phone 055 267260 a month

after installation in August 1988.

At points 8, 9 and l0 a reference is made only to 1992 onwards. I am concerned about

the acorracy ofTelecont's statern€nts about documentation in respect to the years prior to

1992 due to the above paragraph B.

Technicians from Portland certainly attended my premises on I myriad of occasions prior

to this. Due to Mr Anderson's early statement at point 2 that he has been at Portland for

trrlerIty two )'ears, I would r€quest that you undenake inquiries to establish the technician's

records of sewice for the Cape Bridgewater area prior to and during my time at Cape

Bridgewater Holiday Camp. Surely Mr Anderson or Mr Bloomfield or other technicians

could give evidence on oath as to the problem they have attended to with the Cape

Bridgewater area.

I
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Her putiag wonds *tre simih to Thd's as frr as I rill gq Mr Smith it's up to yotr.n Due to the
sresse placed on Ere d the timg thc frct tlrt t tlt that Tetecom was thede-airrg ue with tying
rr ry in l€El action I tqok the settl€m€ot. I took this sctlenrent bccruse I Hicrrcd Tdeoom d
thdrword in respect to failts.

I aow find thd Tdccom did hilte rcoords oftutts pnor to ftmc 199I. I find atso thrr Telecom
withhgld documeng from my he?dng'with Ms pitrsrd I can also note the 

"";;*;;;Phudskfr€f to Nfircrt ltnestignion* 'I cErnot ooment on ihe,rrriCi*, bctrreco u,hat Mr
Snith was told on the settlement dry and the Gontcnts of the Netrrort filcs." I wo'td state thisr
in closiqg; in reqpect to M3 Piiitard's satutqryHsration I have been msl€d in oot only tte
rqpdalions at tbe seftlemsil in 1992. but I utrs arso de@ived in rqard to qy F.o.[ Apprioation

:'*'Hmrmmyunethical 
hr.dncsstrosaaimsu,ould Tdecom qrycct me to snnllow. Whm

Isholrcdthd rhd had e"o,t$ I was cu-onbdltransferred overto Freddll Holliagdale& page
n'h€re I was misled md deoeived by themalso. Peftapq inadvertc'dly, ry nqarlywon the day
for Telecom. The fact tbat a ftutt nporq via Fr€ehill Ho[ingdde & pag" Td;r;;
Unit, could take up to two vtceks to get an answcr mdtcred not to those in charge of Tdecom
Comcrciat BrEoch ofterms md conditions for the nryply of a Tdecom commrmication ser'ice
has takenpl@:

' l 1 l - : . , . . . . . ' r  
. . .  . .  

t  

.

I[r at'itatoi you would fnd that Telecoq hss beco nqlig@ in thcir dcdipgs with aqy phone 
'

service aad the actions of Ms Pittsrd in rcfi$iqg nc historical frutt information pi., L ,u
Isetdernenwasndonlynryfged' misleading and deceptivc, it was also qmnscio,nableon&rct.

MrArbibatoryou would also hnt€ to woderabwtl\[s Pittards statemcatdutlhad unlinited
use ofa tdephone md tl''t she was 8rr,ue sd in h€r rbscoce r nadc sevEral tdephone caus duri4g
the lqotiation pcriod wrs Ms Pittsrd that concemed abow pe that sh€ had tbis tdqihonc
monitored?

Stetcrncnt Tvo - Rocr Str:wert Andenon

I wotrld sddre$ the foltoq,ing it** in rcseect to the def,eae statemcct ofMrAdersom-
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Mr Arbitrator I would note that in the Telecom Defence documents Appendix 5 at 27 Mr

Stockdale responds to this particular RVA MELU fault being for a period of only three weeks,

that is states that ifthe fault had been before March 16, complaints would have been lodged before

that date. Mr Arbitrator you would find that it has been already established by my own

correspondence in my letter of claim documents 2000 to 2158 that Gladys Crittenden and Robert

Palmer of the Heywood Primary School had complained of RVA in October of 1991.

You wilt note Mr Stockdale's statement treats lightly some very important matters. Point 12

demonstrates that even Telecom's so called super team of investigations, National Network

Investigations, do not know how many short duration test calls would cause the entire system

from Hamilton to Portland to block.

At point 15 the super tearn forget important documents whilst attending at my residence, At point

16 the statement by the "head" principal investigating officer demonstrates his abilities in regards

to overlooking an important document. You will note that Mr Stockdale explains this matter as

simply an oversight. At point 17 of the statement Mr Stockdale once again demonstrates the

inadvertent causing of a fault by Telecom during testing by the "super team".

One would consider that Mr Stockdale would have learnt a lesson from the manner in which he

has conduoted his investigations, however I note that in his statement at point 10 he states that the

problern existed between the 4 and 19 March 1994. Of course it was 1992. Even if this matter

is simply a typographical error I would suggest that this simple but obvious example of not

performing adequate tests and checking of the final product reflects on the abilities ofthe entire

investigation overseen by Mr Stockdale.

Statement 4 - Gordon Stokes

I would take issue with Mr Stokes'unqualified assumption that most of my clients would call

during 9.00am to 5.00pm, You will note from my summary of clients per annum for the period

of claim that 47o/o of my clientele is Singles Clubs, Social Clubs and large group bookings apart

from Schools. Most ofthese people make their bookings outside business hours. I note that Mr

Stokes does not supply any supporting documentation for his assumptions.
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At point 15 I believe Mr Stokes has attempted to say I could not have suffered RVA.

If you read Mr Stokes' file note in the Cape Bridgewater Submission Number Two (attached) it

clearly states that faults relate to my service. If this fault does not relate to my service why put

it in the file note about 267267? Has Gordon Stokes of his own volition, or with the assistance

of others, tried to cover an admission of fault. You will note RVA has been one of my most

common problems reported. (Refer CBHC Assessment Source Documents reference 0001

ttnough 1258). Mr Abitrator I would consider that you would have great doubt in beliwing the

truthfulness of Mr Stokes'explanation of this admission in relation to my service.

At point 19 (you will note there are two point l9's - it is the point headed EOS Tracing). It seems

odd that Mr Stokes now states I was voice monitored for "several months" when in F.O.L

document number K00701 reference Cape Bridgewater Part Two (copy attached), this document

states I was voice monitored for two months from June 1993 to August 1993.

I bring your attention to point 2O and I deny these statements. I believe Mr Stokes should be

made to produce the notes that one would consider after hearing such an important fabrication by

myself that he would record and report the same. Why would I say such a statement in close

proximity in a very small room in front of someone who I considered would report it? I can

honestly say that I did not make this statement as alleged by Mr Stokes.

At point 2l I would bring your attention to the fact that this telephone was not offthe hook. I

simply picked the telephone up and put it back down into its cradle. I would bring your attention

to the fact that I've complained of this type of problem before.

I now draw your attention to point 23 and state that I believe I have had lock-ups.

I refer you to reference documents attached hereto "diary notes" and other problems in

Portland/Cape Bridgewater area. Lock-ups would appear to be a common problern. I have

encountered lock-ups on numerous occasions and have submitted examples in my original

submission dated 7 June 1994 reference numbers 0295, A296, 0298,0299,0301,
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Also further reference I have indicated in CBHC Defence reply Appendix and the survey in

Telecom Defence document Appendix 5 at24 is investigating lock-ups.

Conclusion:

I draw your attention to Mr Stokes' conclusions and I would like to say that I believe that Mr

Stokes'conclusions are inaccurate and borders on the ridiculous. I would request that you have

Mr Stokes or/Telecom produoe the file on the other 7,000 subscribers and my file for the period

1990 to 1994 whenMr Stokes maintained the problem Exchange. Mr Stokes simply cannot be

serious about the lwel of performance. I refer you to the amount of faults for the area and the fact

that from 1.99A 260 customers have had CCAS equipment on their lines. One would question how

Gordon Stokes can claim that there is no problems in Portland.

I would state that I am most concerned about Mr Stokes dismissal of any problems in the Portland

Cape Bridgewater area. You will recall Mr Stokes is a person whom I have complained to the

Federal Police as unlawfully voioe monitoring my telephone. Mr Stokes has now every reason

to express adverse feelings towards me and I beliwe this is reflected in his statement. I have

doubts about his integrity when he has in the document Cape Bridgewater Part Two at pages 57

to 6l stated that the CCAS data showed no evidence of the same. Mr Stokes also states on page

57 the diary note ofthe Cape Bridgewater Part Two that the ELMI Smart Ten was disconnected.

Obviously from page 58 to 6l it was not. The evidence is there that the phone calls dropped out.

From the appearance of this document and the date change from the 14/3192 to the l5llDl92I

believe it clearly shows a total fabrication by NIr Stokes. I believe that Mr Stokes may have

fabricated a significant amount of any evidence. Mr Stokes cannot be beliwed, in my submission,

due to the proof of his false reporting.

Statement 5 - Terence Bleck

Mr Black would appear to obviously not have been informed of Telecom's can we fix the can

document reference F.O.I. documents 101042 to 101049 inclusive Cape Bridgewater Submission

Two. @lease refer to the comments by George Close & Associates).

I
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Mr Black states that monthly he checked the old RAX at Cape Bridgewater. He goes on to say

thesemontlrly checks were nearly always l\f/o successful. I draw to your attention the Telecom

Defence document Appendix 5 at 8 K02503. This document states the author explained to me

in 1991 that from the fault history that the problem may be in the Exchange and that the new RCM

would solve the problem. It states that on the 15 August l99l he believed the problems were

caused by - specific Exchange faults, due to the age which could be solved by a out over to

Portland A)(E.

During the oral headng in Melbourng at your office Mr Arbitrator, I tabled one of two documents

whioh was included in my claim. The Telecom document in question stated Mr Smith was

connected to an older Exchange which suffered faults and congestion. I would further refer you

to a leffer addressed to the Commonwealth Ombudsman's office to Mss Jill Carter, Telecom's

Corporate Secretary Mr Holmes states Allan Smith did have some significant telecommunication

problems over a period of years. Several faults were found in the Telecom network and

zubsequently rectified. (This letter contained in Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp Defence reply

Appendi* number C.5T is further evidence that zupports the allegations that Telecom has practised

misleading and deceptive conduct.)

If I can refer you back to Appendix 5 at 8 we see some forty four monthly test sheets, these

includes those zupposed tests over the same duration. Not one of those forty four test sheets are

signed either by Mr Blach Gordon Stokes or others ftom Telecom. It would appear strange that

Mr Black's testing could be nearly 100% ae,curate, you would only have to look at the documents

to considerthat thsy may have been changed. They are in direct contradiction to Telecom's own

documentation where it states in two documents that the system Mr Smith was conneoted to

before cut over sufFered faults and congestion and a letter to the Commonwealth Ombudsman

where Mr Holmes stated that Mr Smith did have some significant faults over several years. Mr

Arbitrator my submission you would view Mr Black's supposed testing with a great deal of

suspicion especially in regard to the accuracy ofthe testing results, I am led to wonder if Telecom

employees actually 
]o 

ttrc testing or just have to wite up the rezults.
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Stetement 6 - Leonard Banks

Once again we have evidence of conflicting prior statements. This document has obviously been

drafted in an attempt to convince this procedure that a previous statement of omission should not

be paid any attention. One wonders who in management had Mr Banks provide his conflicting

statement.

I have already canvassed the attitude of management in relation to the lightning strikes. I would

just make me,ntion that Mr Banks does not continue his report. He states only that the RCM was

affected temporarily by a lightning strike in November 1992. I would refer you to Telecom

Defence documents Appendix I at 13. I would note that this document states this fault

"appeared" to be resolved by late January 1993. Onoe again I refer you to the fact that Portland

technicians Gordon Stokes and other included have had us believe that they check the RCM at

Cape Bridgewater on a regular basis. I would point out that this RCM is only twenty kilometres

from Portland. I would consider that if this was the case then how did this one fault of many go

undetected for three months, I would again refer you to the Can the Can document page 5 in

relation to the statements by Mr Banks on cause and timing errors. I would quote the last

puagraph:-

"Any area whioh claims to be a high lightning area, is admitting to poor maintenance

procedures."

In the Cape Bridgewater second submission further examples of additional evidence of faults 23

September 1992 "Some problems with PTARS as it was affected by lightning strike. This PTARS

is housed at the RCM Cape Bridgewater."

Mr Arbitratorthis was in September 1992, two months before the lightning strike Mr Banks has

mentioned was in November 1992. Once again Sir I would ask that the Resource Team address

whether this was the same lightning strike fault of November 1992 or as the Can the Can

document suggests just poor maintenance practices. I would refer you to additional evidence in

the Cape Bridgewater second submission page 4lightning strike 267260 MTU (C\D. This was

a complaint by myself
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I would zubmit that the reading ofthese tlree o<amples of lightning strike faults can only lead one

to formthe opinion that the author of the Canwe fix the Can would be of the opinion that there

was poor maintenance practices from Portland technicians. In other words negligenoe in the

highest form.

Statement 7 - David Char{es Conway

Again a statement which uses the word "possibly". I would refer you to the can we fix the can

document in relation to lightning strikes, reference dooument CBW2.

Statement E - Raymond Allan Morris

Mr Artirator I would refer you to point 7 of Mr Morris's staternent and I would submit that Mr

Morris has told a deliberate lie to confuse the Resource Team into believing I am incompetent.

In Mr Monis's tWed Telecom notes Ko29l6I have underlined the appropriate sections I wish the

Resource Team to view.

Ray Morris told mg some time before I purchased the fax machine that Telecom local technicians

would be out to test my line curre,nt. He mentioned he would set up my far( machine when visiting

Cape Bridgewater in order to coincide with testing from Melbourne, (refer K02916).

The Resource Team will also note that for a PR exercise a Telecom technioian swapped over my

phone to a T200. I must say I am at a loss to understand why a new card was changed to the

RCM to eliminate any possible problons, if my senvioe was AI. I would submit that the Resource

Team would be aware that after reading Cape Bridgewater Parts One and Two that there are a

number ofvaryrng reasons given for card changes at the RCM over many months.

I would further refer you to point I I in respect to the Geelong Advertiser complaint, this was a

typographical error on the part of the classified operator. Any major issues that arose with

Telecom were followed up by a letter and therefore I consider it rather strange that a senior

Telecom technioian after discussions with his group should find it more appropriate to drive all the

way to Geelong from Mount Waverley, when Mr Ross could have established that this was a
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typographical error on the part ofthe Geelong Advertiser by phones available to him at his place

of work.

I would also like to address some issues that Mr Morris outlines in points 13,14 and 15 of his

statenent. I would categorically say that there was never a complaint to Telecom by myselfthat

I could not hear incoming calls on my cordless phone. The problem was that I could not always

answer a call at will. I had to make many a hasty retreat to my office location.

The Resource Team will vierv the proximity ofthe Convention Centre and the Camp and they will

see the distances involved as mentioned "when hdr Smith roves around his property".

I will now make the most valid point regarding this cordless phone. I have asked Telecom for

CCAS and CCST data. If they provide this documentation I will be able to show the Resouroe

Team a telephone number called on my 267230 hne. This was the Manufactureq Telecom

Industrieg and I spoke to them after receiving the second cordless phone regarding the fact that

it would not switch offat will. I would make mention that this cordless telephone had an on/off

switch. In respect to Telecom Industries, I can say that they seemed at a loss as to what to do in

regard to this original fault that I complained of. I cannot be sure of the exact day in question and

I checked with the shop that I purchased the two cordless phones fron1 but the swap over day was

not recorded. Ifyou wish to make the inquiries, the shop does remember me swapping over the

phones. I have previously stated that this shop was Retravision in Portland.

Wth regardto Telecom's Defence documents which refer to Ray Morris' statement about the old

and new cordless phones, let me assure you Mr Arbitrator that it was in fact Ray Morris who

suggested I retum the first cordless phone to the point of purchase. I recall that Mr Morris even

stated that if I had any problems with the shop in question regarding the replacement I should give

him a call. This proved to be unnecessary since Retravision swapped over the phones without any

fuss.

I would also make a point in relation to the new and old cordless phone that Telecom Defence

documents Appendix I at42top paragraph and I would say in relation to this that I am no longer

bewildered asto how a senior Telecomtechnician can fabricate his own records, but I do ask how
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in the world could Ray Morris test both the old and new cordless phones when only one was

available at the time of his visit. I believe this to be another example of the misleading and

deceptive conduct of Telecom via Mr Monis and a further example Dr Hughes is that I to Paul

Rumble in a letter dated July 31, 1994 asked how the author of a particular document could

fabricate such a lig saying that he contacted the Camping Association to confirm that clients I

could have, had in faot rang the Association explaining their difficulty in contacting our

Convention Centre and Camp. I would indicate to you that the author of that document was Ray

Morris. In this document Mr Monis goes on to say that sweral customers did experience

ditrculty in getting through to this business and he states that the Camping Association had told

him that they all told the Camping Association that they were continually getting an engaged

signal. Mr Monis then further states that this would be correct as I was always on the phone.

Dr Hughes is this similar to the two cordless phones? When there was only one, Mr Ray Morris

then adds a little bit more. Perhaps on this oocasion he is also adding just that little bit more. As

stated quite clearly in my letter to Mr Rumble dated the 31 July 1994, cc to yourself on the 31 July

lgg4,lcontacted the Association Executive, Don McDowell, (Victorian Camping Association),

and was informed that he did not iszue any advice as to what type of phone faults these could have

been customers experience. He only noted that they had complained.

Dr Hughes I would make mention this maq (Monis), was in charge of my phone service and these

two examples show how the truth has been trristed to suit the cover up of his own lack of

understanding.

This evidence leads me to believe that perhaps things are not what Telecom would like us to

believe and that there are pockets in various locations that have experienced difficult phone

network faults.

You will also be awaf,e that Mr Rumble did not reply to the letter of the 31 July 1994 whrchhke

so many letters over the years uncovered many similar fabricated stories.
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Statement 9 - Hew Kenneth Maclntosh

I would ask that you have Mr Maolntosh supply all notes he made of conversations with myself

as indicated at point 10. Also you would wish to obtain the information and evidence upon which

Mr Maclntosh bases his statements at point I l.

Statement l0 - Mark Adrian Ross

Mr Ross must have a considerable file in respect to my complaints. It is interesting to note thaf

I\dr"Rsrs states no problems could be found. Why then did Mr Ross issue a document on the 2

htly lW2(reference CBWPart Two page 45) acknowledging Portland technicians believe I was

correct in regard to RVA faults and that the problem was increasing due to more and more

customers being connected to AXE.

I would also refer you to F.O.I. document K02483. You will see that Mr Ross notified Telecom

Management that .Mr Smith's problems are symptomatic of many of the problems being

experienced by customers on our network at present.rl

Sr, you would have to find that the statements by Telecom technioal staffand National Network

Investigatiors cannot be given credence in respect to the RVA being only applicable for the period

14 to 19 March 1992. I seek you to call on Mr Ross for any information he may have of all the

other network customers experiencing the problems.

I would refer you to the Senate Estimates document (reference Cape Bridgewater Part Two page

46 and F.O.I. Rl1591) where Mr Davey acknowledges the same and states the matter is within

the arrbit ofthe inquiry The zurvey at point 12 in ldarch of l99l by Maurie OFlaherty is I would

zuggest indicative of Telecom's response. This survey really is in my submission nonsense. It is

in fact a fabrication and Mr Ross knows it well. He states at point 12 that it was impromptu

survey, in other words without preparation. If you look at the top of the survey (referenoe

Telecom Defence Appendix 5 at24) you will note that the survey was in respect to NRR Cape

Bridgewater. I would suggest this to be a speoific and prepared procedure'
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Serious questions to the accuracy ofMr OFlatrerty's recording procedures must be asked. In fact

one would have to question if Mr OFlaherty did ring all of the numbers as on the survey. Please

observe that 267230 was not connected at the time. It would not have rung. Therefore you

would not have DNA (did not answer) onthe survey form. It is also hard to comprehend how Mr

OFlatrertywould know 267214 was a holiday home when he is in Hamilton and this number did

not answer as per his survey.

I would consider that the Research Unit should obtain from Hamilton all surv€ys for the period

both in respect to Cape Bridgewater and also any completed by Mr OFlaherty to consider the

authenticity ofthe sams. Perhaps staffshould also be interviewed to establish the correctness of

MrRoss's statement re impromptu. I would suggest these surveys are simply created in order to

aohieve a better result for Telecom

Mr Arbitrator by created I mean that some of the answers would appeai to be created. It is

interesting to look at the dooument and note that at 2672A3 and267204 it has been written "no

problems" and then it would appear that in a different pen the words "that they know of' have

been written. Mr futitrator once again I would reiterate that if you eliminate all ofthe did not

answers you have only four occasions where there weren't problems. My original submission in

relation to this survey stands. 267201the problems ringtng local numbers. He knows that238

were not getting called. He knows that 210 was also the same and what's more she reports that

no fault reports were made. The next one on the list 206 has had complaints from callers. The

next person to answer 267223 states that a call on Monday at 12.30pm could be ofthis nature

because a comment was made by the caller. The next person that answered did have problems

when persons rang they complained she was out when she wasnt. The next one 232 has had

problems with noise.

Mr Arbitrator you would have to find that my interpretation of this survey is far more accutate

than the strange nature in which Mr Ross and persons in Telecom treat the statement. Mr Ross

considErs that this r€sponse obtained was consistent with oryectations in a rural area. Well if this

is the case then those expectations certainly prove my claim beyond any doubt'
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One would have to consider that nine persons rung, five make complaints in relation to seven

services, therefore seven persons out of eleven in the Cape Bridgewater area in l99l were

experiencing problems very similar to those that I have complained of. No matter how much

testing Telecom have done, they have always put my complaints down to customer premises

equipment the misuse of equipment, incompetence in relation to equipment or the incompetence

of persons calling myself.

You would really have to belierre that for Telecom to know of the problems in l99l and then not

attend to zuch problems and ensure that they were not continually happening then you would find

that my ctaim is proven. You would in particular find that my claim is proven between the years

1988 to 1991. You would draw the simple inference that if the complaints I have made are

genuine baween 1988 and 1991 then similar complaints along with the evidence that I have from

independent sourc€s for the period after l99l would indicate that rny claims are genuine. Telecom

have shown nothing but deceptive and misleading conduct, they have been unconscionable in their

behaviour and all ofthis leads to the caused link in my claim that Telecom have been negligent and

in breach oftheir duty by not addressing the real issues.

Telecom place a lot of emphasis on their fault testing, howwer as you have seen in my reports and

the issues that I address in this defence reply, Telecom's fault testing is at best unreliable. Mr

Arbitrator I would submit that there is no better evidence than the corroborated testimony of

independent persons. You have before you my claim documents in my original letter of claim

reference nurnbers 2000to 2158. You would find that there would be no better evidence than this

to prove my claim between 1991 and 1994.

You also havebeforeyou in Telecom's owndefence documents this survey which Telecom would

want you to accept and if you accept it on the grounds of my explanation you have also evidence

ofindependent persons, seven out of eleven in the Cape Bridgewater area complaining of faults.

Once again I impress upon you to look at the types of faults that these people are complaining of

They are exactly the same faults that I have been complaining of throughout the entire history of

this claim.
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I would suggest you would consider the statement of Mr Ross as totally inadequate and self

serving in the extreme.

Statement 12 - Donald Albeft Lucas

Mr Arbitratoq I would like to bring to your attention what would appear to be another prior

conflicting statement by a Telecom employee.

At points 5 and 6 of Mr Lucas's statement he states that he attended to my problems with a tone

ringer, that it was inaccessible, turned offand that with the aid of a ladder he turned it back on.

This is a complete misrepresentation of the truth. The tone ringer was on and Mr Lucas did not

oheck on that date. I would also like to state that Mr Lucas has never checked such a device.

I refer you to F.O.L document K02131 (attached). A Bruce Pendelbury states that on the 8

Novenrber l992Mr Lucas attended and rehieved ELMI tapes which he handed to Pendelbury on

the 9 November 1992. Pendelbury states Lucas was unable to ascertain the type of bell ringer and

therefore Lucas called Cape Bridgewater on the 9 November 1992 to determine the type of bell

ringer. Such statement of Mr Pendelbury states that I had to use a ladder because it was

inaccessible. This cleady demonstrates Mr Lucas is lying. I do not have a ladder, Mr Lucas did

not use one on the 8 November 1992 and had to call me on the 9 November 1994 to verifu the

system. My next door neighbour, Mr Woods, can vouch for the fact that my ladder was stolen

at the lakes prior to this incident and that he used to lend me a ladder when I needed one.

Mr Arbitrator I would bring your attention to point 9 and state that Mr Lucas is the third senior

technical person who has been associated with my continued phone problems. I find the

corrflicting statements of Mr Lucas quite sad, in fact I would state that Telecom did not provide

me with a cordless phone, I purchased the model 2O0 at Retravision in Portland. This is well

dooumented throughout this entire claim and defence documents and therefore this fact alone

would put anything that Mr Lucas has to say in a Statutory Declaration under extreme question.

In regard to point 10, I would state that Mr Lucas wrote to me on the 23 November 1992.
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You would note that Telecom Defence document Appendix 5 at 19 paragraph 3 states that an

RVA was found to be only for a three week period. This has since been proven to be incorrect.

This fault in the MELU, was stated by Stockdale in his notes (reference page 15 Cape Bridgewater

Submission Two paragraph 3 third line.) Mr Arbitrator it is obvious that the problems apparently

continued althoughthe complaints of RVAwere only apparent from March 1992. You will note

that in this documenrt reference line seven goes on to say that this data elror would have resulted

in RVA. It is not known at this stage how long the data error was in the system.

Mr Arbitrator you will be well aware of the fact that I have established in an abundance of

documentation both tkoughout the claim documentation and in letters that I have written that

RVA was experienced with persons trying to contact my business including the Haddon

Community House and the Heywood Primary School who had complained to 1100 in 1991 of

their own experience problems of the RVA and my service. @lease refer Cape Bridgewater

submission 7 June 1994 reference 2016-2018). Further Mr fubitrator you would note that

Coopers & Lybrand wrote in their report that 1100 had not always correctly followed up on

continued customer complaints. You will also note that in the survey contained in Telecom's own

defence documents Appendix 5 il24 Telecom themselves received information that people when

experiencing faults in the Cape Bridgewater area had not reported the faults.

Mr Arbitrator I would submit that Telecom was negligent when with the 1100 fault service and

the other information they had to hand that they failed to act on these continued RVA complaints.

You will note in paragraph four ofMr Lucas's letter which I have previously referred to contained

in Appendix 5 at 18, paragraph 4, that Mr Lucas refers to fault and would like to bring across that

the fault is only between the period of the 2 October and 7 October. You will also note in

Telecom Service History documents defence documents at page 25lhat in a table on that page

Telecom state on the dates of October 1992 that a condition register 34 affeoted the Cape

Bridgewater Holiday Camp service for a period of less than six days.

Mr Arbitrator I would like you to go back immediately one page in Appendix 5, that is to the last

page of Cape Bridgewater Appendix 5 at 17, and look halfway down the page where it states

"Analysis of 055 267267 problems" there is the date the{ September 1992.
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You will note that Telecom have considered that this fault was found by Portland staffas being

an intermittent fault in the digit storage section of Portland ARF. This resulted in customers

occasionally getting RVA or wrong numbers. This would have affected all PORC customers, as

well as any customer in ARK served by PORC. The fault was rectified on the 7 Odober 1992.

You would wonder then Mr Arbitrator how Telecom can put in a table its defence to you at page

25 ofthe Service History an indication that that fault lasted less than six days. You will note that

thatfault in fact lasted some thifi five davs.

Mr Arbitrator if you marry these two particular doouments together themselves from Telecom's

own defence documents you will have serious questions over the amount of attention that a Mr

Stwen Foster Black paid to when he took upon himself to make a solemn declaration in respect

to this proceeding. You will note that Mr Black at point 6 of his Statutory Declaration at the

beginning ofthe Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp's Service History uses at point 6 an exculpatory

provision stating that he does not have personal knowledge of the facts set out in the report or the

facts upon which any statern€nt contained in the report is based. You will note that he states that

he has reviewed the report and is informed by each of the authors of the report accurately states

the facts stated in the report.

Mr Arbitrator you would have serious doubts about the truthfulness of Mr Steven Black. I would

s.rbmit that Mr Black states that he has read the attached report which is dated the 12 December

1994. Mr Arbitrator I am well aware that this report was submitted to yourself on the 12

Decernber 1994 alrdl would suggest that if Mr Black has reviewed the report on the 12 December

1994 and then signed the Statutory Declaration on the same date and the report delivered to

yourself he must have made a very cursory inspection indeed of the contents of the report.

Mr Arbitrator I ask you to address in your report on this matter for the future of any proceedings

in arbitration involving Telecom the standard of preparation that Telecom has put into this matter.

I belierre that you would find that Mr Black's Statutory Declaration is in fact unconscionable and

is in fact a ridiculous document drafted by Solicitors on his behalf in order to prove exculpatory

if any Court proceedings were ever to arise out the signing of the salne.
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Mr Arbitrator you will also find that Mr Lucas' statement or Stnutory Declaration would
sppear to be somewhst drssimilar to his lener contained in the abow reference of the 23
November 1993. You would note in paragraph l0 his letter states 'I confirm that Mr Smith
agreed that he was experiencing no further probtems for two or three months.,,

You would note from previous of Mr Lucas's letter that he acknowledgos the fault of register
34 and that in ths Telesom Defence files Appendix 5 at 17 there is shown many faults
rogistered by me or tho Tolecom network. This is during the three rnonths loading up to the
letter from Mr Lucas on the 23 Novombar 1993.

Mr Arbitrator I would like to take this matter even further in respect to the behrviour of soms
sonior Telesom personnal. I have submitted as part of my Capo Bridgewater Defence reply
oppendixed some lette,rs that have becn newly released irr F.O.L, theso arc K02074 and
K02097, I would funher direct you to R02771, a letter from tho Corporate Secretary of
Telecom, Mr Jim Holmes, to Mrs Carter the Senior Assistant Commonwoalth Ombudsman.
You will note in this letter to the Commonwealth Ombudsman that Mr Holmes is prepared
to fabricate evidence and make untru€ rcprosentations to the Commonwealth Ombudsman,
You will note that on page 2 under the heading 28 July 1992 Mr [I,olmos states that between
28 July and 7 October 1992 34,686 test calls wara made to the PTARS base resulting in t06
failures.

Mr Arbitrator I would now take you to Telecom Dofenoo Document Appendix 5 at 3l and

document numbered K04410 which is a table demonstrating for the period 28 July to tho ?

October 1992 that 34,686 test calls were rnade as is similar to Mr Jim Holmes's letter to the

Commonwealttr Ombudsman office. However you will noto that thero worp 1.569 failures

whoreas Mr Holmcs is happy to say that there is only 106 network failuros. Mr llolmes says

that this failure rato of ,3o/o is will within the accepted limit of 2%. You wilt be awcrs Mr

Arbitrator that 1,569 is actually' 4 52% of 34,686. Mr Arbitrator you would frnd that it is in

fact disgraceful, negligent, misleading urd deceptive, a broach of duty, a breach of the duty

of care arrd close to a criminal act for Telecom to deliberately mislead the Comrnonwealth

Ornbudsrnan's dflic€. We leave this in the hands of your report to addrass this aspect of my

olaim.
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To assist you further in this regard lvk Arbitrator I have also inoluded some letter which you may

find very interesting in respect to the Corporate Secretary of Telecom. You will note that

Telecom is of the practice of drafting letters on behalf of the Mnister of Transport &

Communications, these letters are then cleared by the Corporate Secretary of Telecom prior to

either the Mnister or his Senior Adviser just signing the letter. You may wish to comment in your

final report as to the wisdom of any Government having the agency that a complaint is being made

against drafting a letter for its own reply. Mr Arbitrator you have to go no further than the

recommendations of The Fitagerald Report in Queensland in respect to Police investigating Police

and subsequently Police writing to the complainant about the investigations they had conducted

upon their own.

Mr Arbitrator it appears that Telecom are prepared to lie in Statutory Declarations to prove a

point. Further at point 14 lvlr Lucas states his brother lives in Cape Bridgewater and has not

experienced any telephone problems. This is totally untrue. I would refer you to doctrments

Telecom defence Appendix 5 Section 9 and Appardix 4 Section 30 which clearly show two faults

reported by Mr Lucas on number 267241.

Statement 13 - Christopher Jemes Doody

Mr Arbitrator at point 7 of his statement Mr Doody indicates there were no problems identified

by CCST call data standard test method.

I would refer you to the document references numbers

Firstly contained in Telecom Defence documents Appendix 4 at Section 8, dooument dated 20

April 1994 56696590.

Document 11, documents 56716844, 3671713l, S71833 dated 24,25 and26May 1994

Document 14 dated 23May 1994 document 56715893 and 27 May 1994 document 56717131

At23 document l0 June 1994
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12 June 1994 56727410 not 29 documentK27946 25 May 1994

At 33 document K27951 I I July 1994

At document33 agan22 July 1994 documerfi 56753025 Cape Bridgewater Assessment Claim

Letter of Claim reference 20471250 12492063 in Cape Bridgewater Assessment Part Two

Document 15 Aptil 1994

Document 27 May 1994

Document 25May 1994

Document 26May 1994

Document 30 April 199a.

The following documents attached:-

F.O.I. documents R37908

Documents R37913

Documents C10058

Documents C10028

Mr Arbitrator you will find that dl ofthe above docume,nts indicate problems with the CCST data.

They include unanswered calls not captured CCAS data not available for that date, no records on

the CCS7, unsuccessful calls noted, lock-ups noted, lost calls noted, CCAS data failed to show

RVA the CCAS is not available to register a known fault.

Mr Doody would like to consider that he has some abilities in his field, however I would suggest

he is not abreast of the problem with testing.
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Witncss Statcment - Charles Anderson Hughes Black

I would refer you in particular to Mr Black's statement point 3. This would appear to be absurd

behaviour from a supposed professional. Mr Black is far removed from the continued problems

that mybusiness has experienced over many years. The proof I have, of a two ring and one ring

situation, where it rings at the customer's end, that is Mr Black's end, and registered my end on

the ELMI Smart Ten is that I did not have the opportunity to pick up the phone in that two ring

situation. ie the phone had stopped on that burst of activity two rings. At the time of Mr Black's

games I have had 1100 experiener faults on my ling RVA and a short ring situation on more than

just the odd couple of occasions. Telecom technicians themselves have written that they had heard

short ring situations at this business. In the Austel Report of Cape Bridgewater Faults Mark Ross

inteniewed a staffmenrber, IMrs Margaret ReefanL who reported short ring situations on the very

day of the interview.

On the day in question, 23 June 1994, anincoming two ring call did in fact register on the ELMI

Smart Ten analysis record. On this partiorlar day I registered two complaints to Telecom 132999

number 56734595 and 56734712. lcan recall that I was questioning short duration calls on ffy

008 number on the complaint order the same type of complaint to that of Mr Black's game. You

will note inlerestingly that these calls into my business I had been charged for two rings situation.

The other complaint that I made on that particular date was a one ring situation after a call from

the Federal Police in Canberra. This was not at the time of Mr Black's call. Therefore I did not

regrster a complaint of atwo ring situation onthis day in questiorr, yet a call was registered on the

ELMI Smart Ten. The question now asked is that I had proven and shown in my documents

rl1;frere calls had been lost and inconectly olrarged on the Smart Ten analysis report was Mr Black's

calls one ofthose lost calls and obviously ifMr Black had had the courtesy of at least allowing the

call to show a true picture, that is I picking it up and answering Mr Black's call, he could have at

least said sorry that he had called a wtong number.

I trust his behaviour was not motivated by a perceived biased allegiance to Telecom in order to

profit from this process. You will find that it is indeed an incredible situation.

lrl
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Witness Statement lE - Ian Armstrong Joblin

I would like to make the following comments in relation to Mr Joblin's interview. Mr Joblin in

point 6 states that the interview took place in a private part of the Hotel and no one other than Mr

Smith and I was present during the course of the interview. This is inaccurate in that Mr Joblin

interviewed me in the Saloon Bar of the Hotel and people were walking back and forth. As this

matter is somewhat surrounded by controversy over privacy issues, I felt particularly vulnerable

in the town of Portland where those privacy issues have been erpressed. I would note at

paragraph 7 that Mr Joblin has stated that I am 40 years of age. I am in fact 50 years of age.

lvlr Joblin also at point 7 states that I purchased a truck and began working as a Courier, howwer

that that ventre appears not to have been sucoessful and that I then went back to sea to work on

Tugs at the Port of Melbourne.

Mr Joblin has made an unqualified and unbased statement in this regard. At no time did I tell him

that the truck venture was unsuccessfi.rl and in fact this venture was extremely successful, however

I was offered far better employment and finanoial conditions to return to working on the Tugs.

Mr Joblin has made a statement which would on the surface appear to be designed to state that

I am not successful in business ventures.

I would state at point 17 that Mr Joblin indicates that any symbol representing Telecom may

generalise to cause me distress. That is in fact untrue and I am not affected in that manner. I must

say that I have some difficulty with Mr Joblin's ability to be able to assess the causes of the

deterioration of business. I note in his qualifications that he is not a qualified Accountant nor

qualified in any type of business studies whatsower. I would also refer to point 19 where Mr

Joblin uses the ooncept of the ordinary man. Mr Arbitrator although you must consider the

opinion of a professional, I would suggest that you may wish to have other psychological

professionals determine the effects that my problems would create for an ordinary man.

I would also liketo address a point in the conclusion of Mr Joblin's statement that at point 23 he

develops an opinion that because of a personality test he conducted failure in social and

vocational pursuits was inevitable.

I
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You may wish to question on what academic basis Mr Joblin forms his opinion. You may wonder

then why Mr Joblin doesn't attend at every School in Australia and do such a test and indicate to

a shrdent whether they are going to be failure in social and vocational pursuits. I would consider

that if a personality testing can show that one is destined to be a failure in social and vocational

pursuits, then perhaps we are performing the wrong tests at Schools. I really do think that Mr

Joblin's opinion in this case would be subject to strong academio debate. I think that point 23

sums up Mr Joblin's opinion really that it is quite inappropriate for him to draw any cause and

reflect relationship between my psychological status and any acts or omissions on the part of

Telecom. Ifhe considers it inappropriate then he cannot draw a conclusion one way or the other

as to whether it has affected my business relationship or whether it has not.

I would also note that Mr Joblin's statements are not supported by any supporting evidence or

documentation and his treatment of Mr Mackie's report without drawing on any aoademic

precedent would appear to be unusual. You would also not be convinced that the material

zupplied to Mr Joblin in his index in a zummary form by Telecom would be a true reflection of my

case.

SECTION TWO

Cape Bridgeweter Holiday Camp Senice History

I would like to bring to your attention the following issues from the Telecom Defence documents

Cape Bridgewater Holiday Carnp Servioe History.

l. Page 39,30 April 1993 (reference 2032 Letter of Claim). Letter from Brenton Smith,

states RVA and an engaged signal for three hours on both numbers 267267 and 008

816522. Mr Pendelbury would seem to want to make an issue that I could not give

accurate information regarding my problems. Therefore Telecom have a conclusion that

no problems located or subsequent action being required. I can assure you that I recorded

the RVA in respect to a particular matter.
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After Pendelbury rang me with the results I also told him that my son and a caller from

Brisbane had received a dead line in the previous week. On both of those occasions during

the week when those persoilt mng me they received RVA and a dead line. Of course they

did not receivethe RVA and the dead line at the same time. You will note Mr Arbitrator

Telecom's conclusion and I would ask that you have Telecom provide the documentation

in respect to such investigation.

I would referyou to Appendix 4 of Telecom's Defence documents at Section 27 where a

letter is attached from Sister Denollon dated the 13 April 1993 that shows that she

atternpted to contact the Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp and that each time she dialled

during a week she received no dial tong the line was in her words nblank". I also refer you

to the document prior number 26 in the Appendix 4 and note that Robert Walker on the

12 April 1993 indicates the problems that he had in tryrng to reach the Camp receiving a

busy signal. I would ask that you have Mr Pendelbury produce all documents in relation

to the investigation which gave him the ability to be able to say that no problem was

looated or subsequent action required. Telecom have been negligent in the manner in

which they have carried out zuoh investigations due to the fact of the corroboration placed

in their Defence documents.

Page 39, 2lune 1993. Once again Telecom has stated a fault was found in the customer's

facsimile machine, this time a Mrs Billings from Burwood, there is no way of knowing

what was wrong with Mrs Billings' facsimile. You will note the Austel documents stating

that Telecom have a habit ofblaming the customer's equipment.

Page 39, 24lvne 1993. Mr fubitrator with no test rezults provided by Telecom I would

consider that they have been negligent and unreasonable and I call upon you to have them

providethetest rezults in relation to this matter. I have been left in a position where I do

not have the ability to verify their conclusion.

Page 40, 12 July 1993. Mr Stockdale states that the Warrnambool Standard Reporter

could have misdialled and therefore got a recorded message.

I
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I consider that Telecom have been negligent and breached their duty in respect to this

investigation in that they had considerable nrpportive evidence of RVA's as outlined in my

claim doctrments and that the evidence is more corroborative of mvself than of Telecom.

Page 40, 16 July 1993. National Network Investigations have not addressed the lost calls

or the CCAS and CCST and been negligent in not doing so in my submission. These calls

were charged for and did not register on the CCAS or CCS7. However other oalls did

take place. I believe that this negates Mr Stockdale's point of view that no short ring did

take place.

Page 40, 19 July 1993. The first question I will answer, is I have rang my 0O8 816522

numbm and the line has been dead. This was done from my 2672301ine. Telecom appear

to be making an issue ofthe fact that there is no reasons for my conduct. Of course there

axe reasons for my conduct, that is I was investigating the problems that I had been having

over this period of claim as outlined in my Letter of Claim and other claim documentation.

I am sure that you will consider that these are the aotions of a reasonable person.

I considered that Telecom had been in breach of their duty and had been acting negligent

in regard to my phone service and therefore with the corroboration of some sixty eight

letters in respect to ftults I had of course had to carry out my own testing due to my belief

that Telecom was being negligent in relation to their investigations.

Page 40, 9 August 1993. You will note that hfr Stockdale makes mention of the Telecom

defence reference document Appendix 2 ntrmber 54. It is interesting to note that Mr

Stockdale now has an opinion that I did not replace my handset and therefore the phone

was offhook. You will note in the attached document referred to by Mr Stockdale that

the F.O.I. number K00804 is a speoial case investigations and it is a letter from David

Stockdale. It is ofvital importanc€ I would submit that you pay particular attantion to this

document of Mr Stockdale where he conducts a full investigation into what is called a

reported locked-up call. He does not at any time address the possibility of my leaving the

phone offthe hook and in fact mentions on the second page that a supervision process is

a genuine side effect of MCT on calls from A party numbers with insufficient CLL
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He states it is a design limitation of older technology exchanges that cannot be overcome

at this time. He also states since it was determined that MCT on my telephone number

267267 was causing some problem for me, it was removed immediately. I note that Mr

Stockdale states that this does not adequately answer the possible causes for a call being

held for two hours, howwer I would suggest that when they state the design limitation that

cannot be overcome at this time is a concem well then I doubt that Mr Stockdale's opinion

and oonclusion in relation to this matter can be held at all.

I also mention that in Mr Stockdale's explanation in the Cape Bridgewater Telecom

Defence document service history conveniently that Mr Peter Penny of the Horsham

Exchange noted that he made a nrccessful call and then two busy calls. You will note that

he states that additional test oalls were conducted to a number of Portland exchange to

avoid inconveniencing. One would have to consider that Telecom have been negligent in

this testing as it would be hard to conoeive what perceived result could be obtained from

ringngPortland. IfMrPenny had continued to ring Cape Bridgewater perhaps he would

have found the problem was at my end.

Page 42,17 August 1993. Mr Arbitrator I would state that this type of comment in the

conclusion is why C.O.T, was formed. Mr Stockdale and Telecom negligence cannot

bring themselves to accept that the CCST had in fact registered a call likewise the CCAS

and yet I was charged for five calls being connected. It appears remarkable that Mr

Stockdale did not bother to ring this person when on the 12 luly 1993 he has rang the

Reporter at the Warrnambool Standard Newspaper to confirm the details given by myself.

You would think that Mr Stockdale would commit himself to this type of investigation

el(cept I would say clearly he knew that his 1100 staffwere correct, that a fault had been

reported and that he was simply prepared to accept that someone would be stupid enough

to make five calls of less than twenty seconds and then ring 1100 in order to get put

through. This is a clear incidence of a bneach of duty and negligence on behalf of Telecom

in providing me with my tetephone service and attending to my difficulties, faults and

service problems.
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Mr Arbitrator in particular I would like to have you source my Cape Bridgewater

submission Letter of Claim documents number 0725 andyou will note that suspiciously

Telecom have in their own file note stated Tina from Bendigo (Telecom) - could not

contact him either and underneath that they have written put her through. You will note

that in relation to this issue and you will note that someone in Telecom has crossed out

could not contact him either, clearly demonstrating an act of denial by Telecom. If

Telecom are prepared to deal with official documents in this manner you would be

doubtful as to their integnty in dealing with any issue in this matter.

Page 42,30 A.trgust 1993. I can say that Mr Pendelbury would like to contend that I was

using a cordless phone, however my cordless phone was returned in April of 1993. It is

a pity that although there is an obvious problem Telecom have decided to state that an

irvestigation showed no problem being located or subsequent action required. This once

again demonstrates Telecom's inability to be able to locate problems and if they can't locate

problems they simply do not conduct any subsequent action which in my opinion is

negligence and in breach of their duty. Telecom Defence document Appendix 3 at 19

numbers K03754 and K03757 show problems in the time a fax is received. Also blutk

paperwas generated from another Telecom testing area and Peter Ganrble would have us

believe that Telecom technicians by mistake sent blank paper. I am not sure how Telecom

can make their conclusions that no problem was located and subsequent action required.

Page 43,20 November 1993. I am concerned that Telecom are implying that the one

failure by Mr Humberto Lopes happened whenMr Lopes temporarily left Mr Schorer's

premises. It seems a shame that Telecom wished to imply that Mr Schorer and I have

conspired to cause a mistake.

Page 43,13 January 1994. Mr Arbitrator I would draw your attention to the fact that

Telecom are attempting to say that I am deliberately lying. In one instance reporting to

Telecom's serrrice fault records by Mrs Vel Thuyzen who received a busy tone four times

and stating that I later told Austel that she'd received a busy tone seven times. I would

refer you to the Statutory Declaration in my Letter of Claim documents number 2063.

10.
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You will see cleady trene that l\ds Vd Thutzen has mrde a Statutory Declaration and states

ssvcn tint€s. I would suggest this is a ddiberate lie by Telecom. I would consider that you

would place far more weight on a conscientious statement under oath by an independent

p€rson than what you would by Telecom attempting to avoid the negligent behaviour. I

arrr,pt that I could have very well been on the telephone uilreir Ms Vel Thupen rang seven

times rcceiving an crgaged tone, however this does not explain the cxistence of an RVA

Ifwery tfunc I am on the phone and someone rings up they receive an RVA it is certainly

not in my submission the duty of the scrvice that Telecom are to provide.

You will note also that at the rcference documents of Telecom 3.32 number K01032 that

Telecom speak about the test calls. They state that tkee test calls w€re made from the

Mordialloc Exchangg one at 1.49 urd two at l.50pm. You will note that Tclecom state

that three calls from Mordidloc Exchange appcared to be an$ilered but no conversation

took place.

This would appear to be unenplainable by Telecorn, howerrer at thc end of this problem

they havc stated it has been investigatd by Telccom with no problem being located or

strbsequent action required.

I would suggest that there is a serious problenr with their testing when they indicate that

no conversrtion took place. You would consider that if they were conducting testing I

would c€rtainty answer thc phone and Scak for some considerable time as I did on the nro

test calls fiom the Waverley Exchange. I certainly recall speaking to the gentleman from

the Waverley Business Service Centre which was Bruce Pendelbury, howqver I did not

spcakto anyone malcing test cdls from the Mordialloc Exchange and Mr Pendelbury did

not mention that test calls were to bc made from thc Mordialloc Exchange.

Page44,3l lanuary 1994. tr[r Arbitratoryou would certainly qucstion the fact that wery

time there is a problem with the facsimile line that Telccom indicated must be a fax unit.

On this occasion Telecom are unable to blarne my facsimile so therefore Steve Blach who

is ttrc person prepared to put his signatrre to this ertirc report, is prepared to acknowledge

that on this occasion the fault lies with Telecom's ftcsimile machine.
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Horuever you will note that this inwstigation does not take the matter any futther. I would

re,feryou to nryLaterofClaim documcnt reference numbers 2067 and 2064 which show

that the very ne>d day on the I February 1994 Steadman Cameron Solicitors could only

manage to send me half the quurtity of the frx with the two middle shects coming out

blank I would also point yor inthe direction ofreference number 20&,21 January 1994,

Sdwyn Cohen, Chart€rcd Accorntarq recci\red only nvo pages of a seven page for. You

will note that they received rwo and that their faosimile registered seven. These facts

would appear to bring into question Mr BlaclCs oplanation of this incident.

PaSe,l4, 14 February 1994. With reference to the four hour and seven minute call, I did

not speak for that period of time. The CCST and CCAS monitoring data does howeter

have a tendency to give incorrect readings and this has not been ohallengd by Telecom

in their defence. I have giwn nnny in$anc$ in my nrbmission where this has taken placg

yet Telecom has not refuted my notes. You would on those grounds have to accept that

Telecom's testing procedures shoutdbe fireatcd as unable to provide erridence that no faults

edsted with my service.

Page 46, 26 NIzy,30 May and 23 June 1994. On the 27 tvlzy 1994 Peter Gamble, a

Telecom enginecr, heard five short rings on my fax littc uAilst spcaking to me on my

267267line. After the fifth time he zuggested to pick up the phone and after the sixth

occasion he told rne to place the hardsct across the ear piece of the incoming 2677'67 lkrc.

Mr Garrble stated that he heard nothing however having a house guest pr$€nt, I had the

horse guest tcll Mr Cranrble what hc hEd hcard on the telephone.

I am also concernd that Telrcom did not do test calls to my new facsimile machine urd

only to my 267line ulrcn ttrey were investigating this matter. It is dso intera*ing to note

that th€re is no mention in the scrvice history report of Mr Garnble having oryerienced this

fault and IvIr Gamble has indicated on two separate occasioru that he would provide

written documentation as to what he had expericnced. Mr Camble howev€r cannot be

trustd to acc€de to his word.
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Mr Arbitrator I am dso concerned that Tdecom have picked up and attempted to indicate

tlrat nvo ring bursts only occrured on the 10 June and have tried to appoint some sort of

conspiracy motive towards mysclf and my rcscuch assistance, Plummer and Pullinger in

Queensland.

I have no difficulty with any of the matterc that Telecom addresses in relation to the l0

June in that Plummer and Pullinger were calling me on a large number of occasions urd

that whilst I was on the phone to Mr Schorer, Plummer and Pullinger did attemp to call

me on my 267267line swen times and received a legitimatc busy tone. Due to their

conserns with my lineq Plummer and Pullinger then tested as to whether nry 230 and 250

lines were working. I noto that this tcsting by Plummer and Pullinger ceased at 8.34.33

and 8.34.03 on my 267267line. Not being able to contact me on this occasion Plummer

and Rrllinger obviously had other mdt€r: to attend to and did not ettempt to sdl me again

until2.l4pm.

Telecorn's inadequafe reference to two ring situations and only enalysing one date, l0 June

1994, when they know that they can prove no furlt is ridicrrlous when you take into

account that Mrs lzzard of Ballarat, Peter Gamble and Ross Anderson of Teleconl

Margaret Reefrnan a past employce and Mrs Trigg of the Portland Coach Company is

included in the Telecom defence doormcnts, all experienced two ring sittrations.

Page 48, 12 June 1994. I note that Telecom have mentioned 1,0O0 test calls from

Quecndandto CapeBridgewater with call rralues. Telecom have not provided copies of

the data in relation to the 1,000 test calls so that we can comment on the samc.

Page49, 23 Jnne 1994. Again I question how crn Telecom rely on the CCAS and CCST

monitoring equipment when assessing this claim. Please refer to Telccom defence

document Appendix l, number 9 where it states 'Mr Smith received one burst of ring at

l.15 and 5.05 onthe 14February 1993. Thisproblcmoccursintermittentlytkoughout

the netrrork and although it is recognised as a probler4 there appears to be no one P€rson

or group involved in rercMng it."
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Ptge 49,9 July 199,4. Mr Arbitmtor I am unnue here what Telecom are attempting to

imply urd I would state that no fault was reported. At 5.26pm I did ring Portland on

211777 to ask a question about the time of a particular tour. After writing further

do$mentation to my claim I docidd to photocopy a doctrment. As my facsimile machine

is a combindion wtrich has a copy proaess I proceedd to cory a document. Howwer the

paper would not go througb the copier and after I tried a couple of times I found it was

to no avail. I checked the power and then rcnrembered the prwious phone call.

I then took thc phone from the cradle attached to the facsimile and picked up the phone

replacing it back in the stadlg I then placed the document in the copier and it copied.

I then rang at 5.37pm the Sunshine Coast number of my Communication Adviscr, Mr

George Close & Associates. I rang Mr Close to tell him about the problems that I

oecri€ncd in thc line locking up. I would state that up until lste July eady August I have

noted when dialling there has often been a dead sound when dia$ing.

This has trappend on odd occasions of late, howwer back then I may have dialled the 23

number for Portland. IfI did I would harre then stopped pressed tho disconnection cradle

button to redial. Whatwer I did I did not beliwe this was a fault. I can say that when I

contrsted Tdecom 13299DI onlymentioned to the Operator about the episode regrrding

my fa'( and to get Tony Watson to ring me on Monday morning.

Page 52,2 February 1993. Once again I would bring to your attention the faA that

Telecom intestiguions r€gularly find that the problem is with qrstomcr equipment and of

oounF I would referyur to the C.O.T. Rcport of Austd, the reports in my Lettcr of Claim

of surveys where Mrs Naisbitt states that Telecom told hen it was with her PABX utd

other instances where Telecom indicate that the problem is with the c'ustomet's private

equipment. I only arn too pleased to acknowledge that on particular occasions customer

equipmcnt would be at fault, however I find it difEcult to agree that in nearly every case

in my investigation the problem hEs been with my equipmcnt or usage of the satne or

alternatiwty thc persons wlro are tying to contrct me with their equipment or us88e of thc

same.
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I wuld rck thlt 1ou heve thcsc docuncog srpplicd so that your Rosourtc Tcrn can

mako asrcctmcnE in reluion O thcse particulsr strsimatE.

Pagc 55, Crpc Bridgowarer RCM Sptcm continucs. You will notc that Len Bsnk's

witross stmmqrt confinns crron sould haw caurcd raoicc crrr odB. I trculd td. fist

you hryc drc Rcsourcc Tcam viow thc Aurtcl Rcport prgc 165 Sctim 7.35 rc ECM

Multi Plc, Ropon

You will nsto 6ar tbo stltencot in dro rcpon that tha imprct of tho soimtn'l A73S core

cut off fault on rnconing calls was not significant, howsvlr mutt bc rcrd in light of

contclllporancow rcPorB.

"The problcm whon solvcd, will garordly cloar thc cut ofr problen rvhich we

percciva as thc major disability confronting our custotnas-n

Pagc 65, 28 MO, 1993. You will notc thrr &is particular episodc strtqi drat I callcd

the Telccom Furlt Managcmont and Diagnostic Ccntrc at Glco Tffavorlcy ad yellcd at

a Mr Lcs Chgrcher thu my 2672671in0 was ofrfor thc prst five minutes. I rgrcc that

I coutd vory wcli havc ycllod at Lcs Chrudrcr compleining to him that ury 267 267

phonc sas ringing: rin& ring, ring. IlrU tlpo of fault has becn very cornmon on this

sorvice up untit lato July/culy Augrst, 1994. You will notc howovcr, &u Ivcry rrrely

rsedrny 26726l lineforoutgoingcalts. On&isparticuhdsyinqucstion 2tthMty,

1993 (refcr ClBlElcl,TftE4,frrst subnrissior! rcf 0368), tborc werc ao ouBoing calls

to Waverlcy Telecom Fault Diagnostic Contre. In fact, thc Rcsourcc Tarrn will note

only onc succcssfully courected crll ovcr r fsur dr;' pcrio4 which wtl to 087 52t 71 I

in Soufi Australia. Ar far ss Rry Monis is conccrnc4 how did hc aet it ro wrong?

How could I harrc rung thc Glcn Wavcrloy Frult Muragcnart & Dirgnostic Ccntrc on

my 267 26? line, and to haw bccn on tbc phons at suggcstcd by Ponlo4 when no

outgoing cslls wore rcgistcrod for thet dry. I do remenbcr, on a couplc of oicrsims.

ringrng Talccom Commercisl on my 267 Z3O lino, but I rn not surc ebout u,hich sstu8l

days. Thcro have bocn so mrry fu{tr registcred to thb osntro thu an apirode sinilar

to the one mcntionod harc in tha Sewico Hisfry of Capc Bridgcwetar would only be

par for thc cotrno. The connotstions of what hrs bsen suggogtd hcro. in this Tolocom

Dcfcoco Docunrcnt, implics thu I wes ptaying somc g!mo, or thu I rrrs conftscd.

Ttrc only outsomc thc Rosourcc Tean crn a,rivc at from vicwing this scgmant is thtt

Ray Monis is somcwhat confitsed"

I
I 23.
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Page 52,2 lMarch 1993. I would stue in relation to the 6 Juruary 1993 incident that I had

had three different T200 telephones since this period, all supplicd to eliminate any

possibility that the telephone was the cause ofthe complaint.

Page 53, 24 Febnrary 1993. t would like to refer to the fact that I believe that Telecom

cominralty ny to portray mysdf as being the person who complains about my serrrice. Of

coumc I do complain abort my service urd yorr would note from my statcrn€ntg in relation

to Telecom's breaches of duty and negligence that I have every reuiltn to make srch

complaints. You would no doubt need me to bring to your attention the documents

contained in Cape Bridgewater Assessment Submission of the 7 June 1994 numbered

2,001 to 2,158 which are documents frrom independent persons who have made complaints

or indicated complaints in relation to my telephone service. I would further bring your

attention to document 0338 which refers to this fault on the24 February 1993 that this

partiarlar &ult was in fict fiom a customer in Bdlarat and received at 1100 fault reporting

system I would also rnake nrention that the reason this person did contact I100 was thst

they had previously orperienced frults when tryrng to book my premiscs for two years

and in particular l99l had received RVA for a two month period (Gladys Crittenden).

Page 54, 2 lvlarch 1993. In regsrd to David Conwa/s staterncnt that Telecom tschnicians

incon€ctty renrowd ttn lighfug modulcs on the bearer at Cape Bridgewater RCM I would

draw your attention to the Can We Fix The Cur Telecom document referencc Cape

Bridgewater Part Two page I lightcning strikes.

I would state that David Conway also quotes an incorrect statem€nt regArding Gordon

Stokes. He states that Mr Stokes regularly checked thc CRC error @unter since the

RCM system was installed in Augpst 1991. You will note that the witness statemcot of

Tenence Black in rhe Tdecom defence documents states a monthly check was conducted

at the R.l{X wtrich wrs the same monthly orercise cardcd out at the RCM- You will note

that I have requestcd all the working doorments, RCM maintenance files, ARK = RA)(

maintenance r€Ports, without success,

20.

21.
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A scnior managEment personnel of Ray Monis's staturo shoutd not mske somo of the
statomonts that he has mrdc. The Goolong Advertiser issue, which was finally
utcoraercd as a simple tpographical onor, is a good oxamplo. It is amazing to think
that Mr Morris would drive ftom Waverley to Geelong on such a small enand. It
shows dte Rcsourco Team, I believo, Sat those in chargc of difficult Netrrork Faults,
pcople like Mr Morris, havc not been at all sffisiont. Did Mr Monis not know that this
type of request of tho Crcclong Adveftiser, a request for confirmation thgt the Cepe
Bridgowater Carnp did, in fact, place an advcrtisomenr in the Gcelong Advertiser on a
panicular givcn day, could have been easily hsndred by picking up the phone and
asking the appropnate departmont at the Cleelong Advortiser? Has Mr Morris not seen
Telecom's own YellowPages advcrtisement suggesting thnt people'lot thoir fingers do
the walking' in order to save valuable commercial dolla$?

Mr Steve Black has signcd his name to a Starutory Declrration that stEtes that the
contents of the Fault Servico History was compiled jointly by Totecom's techrricgl staff,
He has viewed this document and found the Report accurately represents the facts
stated, All I can say to Mr Black is that he should have rcad this FEult Service History
a little bettor, he should hsvc ta.ken more time, and perhrps then ho may not havo so
readily signed his name to this report at all.

24. 
Page 66, 16 June 1993. You will note that Tslecom are dcceptive when putting the
details of this rnattet in ftont of you. Telecom would havc it that National Network
Investigations have only received e compleint in relation to high pitch tono. This is, in
fast, incorroct in that I had received complaints that pooplo calling CBHC were
receiving a high pitch tone and that these oomplaints didnt just concem the 16 June
1993. Telecom wero guite happy to attribute this problorn to my answering mechine,
however, if you iook at Tslecom's own dcfonce documents at 2.28 you will note thst
Iulian Crest from Sixty Minutes rurg on the l0 Juno and stated ttrat ha couldn't get
through

lo
I
I
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If you then look at the CCAS data at Smith Letter of Claim retbrence number 0372you

will note the short ring, short conversation times for the l0 June 1993. This would

obviously appear to be a problem. The interesting aspect of this matter is that Robert

Palmer also reports problems tryrng to call 267267. Not only that, but Bruce the Editor

ofthe Geelong Advertiser Paper has saated that he has problems calling Robert and Robert

Palmer was in Portland. I believe this clearly demonstrates that Telecom are happy to

blame my answering machine, however my answering machine cannot be responsible for

the fact that persons in Geelong calling p€rsons in Portland are having problems.

I would also draw your attention to the Sixy Mnutes facsimile from Julian Crest reference

2A47 in my Letter of Claim and in particular to the third paragraph where Julian Crest

states:-

"Aftetr about half an hour I contacted Service Difficulties in Sydney, they called the

local operator in your area who reported back that you weren't on the phone but

that the lines in your area were congested at the time."

Mr Arbitrator you may well pay particular attention to this matter. I am sure that having

looked at all ofthe matters that I have addressed that Telecom are in breach oftheir duty

and have been negligent on nearly every occasion attempting to blame my equipment or

other customer equipment for the problems in the Portland area.

I am zure that there is no need to remind you that Telecom have not challenged the surveys

which I conducted independently in the Portland and Cape Briclgewater area where people

reported problems (not of my service) but with their own service and trying to contact

people. Mr Arbitrator I implore you to attend through the documents for that particular

period and you would note that there was quite a considerable number of problerns in the

Portland uea at that time. I ask that you instruct Telecom to provide all information in

respect to problems that the Portland Exchange and the Cape Bridgewater area

experienced during this period oftime.
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AND I acknowledge that this declaration is truc and correct and I make it in the belief

that a pcrson making a false declaration is liable to the penalties of perjury.

DEcLARED at nA&t"*tdin the

State of victoria thc %rlf
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